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FROM THE SOUTH—

WOMEN AND GIRLS IN THE FIELDS.

Attorney at Law,

With South and North Dakota smiling
under the greatest wheat crops in their
respective histories, a cry of lament has
emanate·! from each state because of the
great paucity of farm laborers to aid in
BUCK,
11 L.
the gathering of the wheat. Early in
the summer a call was sent out to all
Surgeon Dentist,
the big ceutres of the country warning
MAINE.
SOUTH PARIS,
agents of labor bureaus that thousands
warrante»!.
work
beet
Α my
of men would be needed to assist in
the crops of these two states,
garnering
H. P. JONES,
and the call was answered in a way, but
the way was far too small. The few
Dentist,
men in these sta'es cannot cope with the
MAINE.
i;reat fields, and much grain may be
NORWAY,
wasted before it is safely within the
to 4.
OSte Hour»—S to 13—1
giant elevators of the northwest.
At Scotland, S. D., the women and
r SMITH,
girls went to the fields with a will and
assisted their fathers and brothers in
Attorney at Law,
reaping the year's harvest. The populaMAINE.
NORWAY,
tion there is largely Russian-American,
a Specialty.
Collection»
Home Block.
and all the farmers are prosperous. But
the methods of the east are used in their
I'ARK.
A
style of farming and the women are called upon to help in the fields, and often
Attorneys at Law,
work as hard as the men. The women
MAINE.
KKTHKL,
labor in the field from early in the mornPark.
C.
Kllorv
Herrlck.
K.
lleon
VI
ing until nightfall, and though they do
the lighter labor they often drop from
S. HARLOW,
sheer exhaustion in their seats on the
reapers or in tho headerbeds. The girls
Attorney at Law,
as a general rule do all the driving, and
MAINE
IHXFIKLD,
many are so expert that they can manteams
age four and six horse or mule
Λ1· KIUHT A WHEELER,
with all the skill of a western stagecoach driver. The older women and the
the heads in the headerbeds
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law, wives tampshocks
of wheat, though the
and set up
SOUTH PARIS. MAINE.
majority of the wheat fields are thrashAlton C. Wheeler.
Jainee S. Wright.
ed out as soon as cut.
In Brown County, S. D., the mer&
chants, following the lead of a little
J. H.
town in Kansas, closed their doors and
COIl. EN0INEER5 AND SURVEYORS.
hied to the fields, where for three days
Maine.
High Street, South Parle.
they labored side by side with the farmers and their wives and daughters and
Map, and Plans made to order.
of sous, and from Thursday morning until
>11| ·» »f th«· tlmberlande and pocket mape
e». h county for sale.
Saturday evening not a pound of sugar
PubU-liere of the Atlas of Maine.ι
or a
drop of vinegar was sold in the
Then, on Sunday,
town of Moren. S. D.
when the great fields of wheat had been
laid low or thrashed out and the grain
sacked the merchants, smilingly, though
sore in every muscle, opened their stores
Me.
14 Main St., Norway,
and enjoyed the busiest day iu the history of the business in South Dakota.
All eyes are now turned toward the
south, where from Kansas and Nebraska,
the drift of the farm laborers is headed
northward. This is the case every year.
Wheu the wheat fields of Kansas and
then Nebraska have been harvested the
men out of work hear the call to the
Lead fields of the uorthern states and hie
All Kinds of Pipe
at once.
away to that part of the country
and Iron.
This is the wave of laborers expected to
aid in saviug the wheat of North Dakota
T(l<|ikoa« 134-11.
and part of South Dakota. The men
Norway, Me.
Kyereon Block,
Telephone Connections.

|)(i

h'

IJKKKICK

J..UN

CO.,

STUART

\\m. C. Leavitt Co.,

Hardware, Stoves,
and Ranges.
Repairing,

travel by train, rarely paying car fare,
but stealing rides iu freight cars or on

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAMheir.
be*utifl«e the
[Clraciee sud
luxuriant
■

the baggage coaches. The train men of
the west live in mortal fear of these fellows, who are on the way to the harvest
fields, uud do not molest theiu lest they
should turn on them and endanger their
lives. But the records of the past show
very few cases where a harvest hand,
however rough in appearance, has maimed a train man, and not a few instances
are recorded where the train men themshambling
selves forsake the long
freight trains for a summer's work in
harvest and thrashing operations of the
uorthern states.

growth.

I'rv.n.. >te,

Never Felle to Heetor· Gray
llivir to its Toothful Color.
Cum K»lp d Mr· a hair
ateudH-Wii Pruaptfe

NOTICE.

Town of
We wish all who do work for the
their hill
l'aria ou the Highway would pre»eut
of the town every
u· tin· «tciectiuan In his section
and have
-Uurday We w.tnt to give the order
the work ou our books.

SELECTMEN OK PARIS.

H OLDSTER'S

Nuggets

Mountain Tea

Roc''.y

bo tne lariuers

Δ Busy Modiolus for Bu»y Pucplt.
Briaga Golden Health tad Kesewed Vigor.
Live
A specific for Constipation, In ligestion,
and Kidm·» Trouble*. riiiiplee, Eczema, Impure
Headache
Bu ! Breath. Klugg-eh Bowels,
bi
in tab·
and Backache. It's Rocky Mountain Tea
Uenulnn made by
1··· form, 3Γ. cent» u box
Wis.
Η 'Lmhtkk Duc» Company, Nudisoti,

For sixteen years 1 have tttte'l glasses U» <le·
fettlve eyes an<l nothing else—that makes me a
I f your eves trouble you In any way,
S eclallet
su'l If you waut expert a'lvlce tn regar>l to the
whu
same, ouïe to the man who Is a specialist,
·!>** one thing ouly. No charge for eye examinconsultation.

OR. PARMENTER
A Positive
CURE

Ely's Cream Balm
St«M Relief at Once.

Tel. 18-4.

CATARRH
i&vT

·®Ήϊ'3·"ΐ|
A9,,^0J

It cleanses, soothes
heals ami protect»
the diseased membrane. It cures Cat »rrh and drives
^
♦*»' ^
α'.va» Λ Colli ill
Head quickly. He- Il Λ V FT
· fc W 1*1
■tores» the Senses of tlfl ®
Τ aito and Smell. Full size 50eta., at Druggiwts or by mad ; Trial Size 10 et», by niaiL
Ely Brothers, 5ti Warreu Street, New York·
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Your Child's

Eye Sight.

■

for the sight
Watch out for
of your child.
fro woe, for squints, and when he

Y ou

are

responsible

reads or looks at a picture book
does he hold it too near or too far?
These little things grow faster
than the child and in many cases
can be overcome if discovered in
time.

Especially Insist on You
Bringing the Children In.

We

them a lifetime of
strain and week sight. Defects of
vision never disappear of their
own accord and In most cases
It's a duty you owe
grow worse.
your child and

You may

save

We Don't Charge
for Advising You.

S.

RICHARDS,

Pleasant Street,

South Paris.

wu

as

to the wages, for the laborer knows he
will be paid the highest there is ie the
laud, without the slightest trouble in
collecting the same.
Every tuan is well fed and sent to the
tields every morning in tho piuk of condition. Every comfort known among
the farms of the northwest is given to
the harvesters, who work with a will.
When the grain of a certain section is in
the sack or stack they move on northward, where the crop is ripeuing a little
later because of the climate. Thus, as
soou as the harvest in South Dakota has
been gathered the one in North Dakota
is ready. The army of hardened men
close in on it, and lo! in a few days the
tields lie bare.
Then the smiling farmers of Southern
Canada seud forth a call and the great
horde of harvesters arrive in Manitoba,
where until the snow tlies the great harvest of the King's legion is gathered.
Tho harvest of the northwest this year
will be immense. The wealth that will
How into the pockets of the farmers will
be great. There will no doubt be a
scarcity of elevator space to accommodate all the wheat which cannot be
shipped immediately to market or seaboard, and as is the custom in this region, the great piles of sacks will be
stacked on the bare ground and covered
with tarpaulins. The giant elevators of
the northwest will bulge out this fall as
never before.—Cor. in Tribune Farmer.

Specialist

Eye Specialist, Norway, Me.
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mediately engaged, little being said

Specialist

or

every

the various railroads waiting the coming
of each train. The fellows are im-
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that should be

In several cases goods
accompanied by guarantees

were

found

Who Traveled
With a
Hound Top

In every such
on sale without them.
case the matter was at once taken up
with the local dealer and with the manufacturer, or "importer," and guarantee
tags were supplied in most cases without
delay. Some of these omissions were
through accident and in some cases
through the negligence of the local
deale.-s to whom guarantee tags had
been forwarded.
Consumers are again cautioned to beware of ground feeds other than genuine
cornmeal, wheat middlings, bran and
mixtures of the last two, unless they
The law does not reare guaranteed.
quire that these be sold under a guarantee.
Consumers are equally cautioned
to read the guarantees, for cottonseed
meal containing only about 23 to 24 per
cent of proteine is guaranteed, as is also
that containing from 38 to 43 per cent.
Adulterated "mixed feed" is also on the
market containing only from 12 to 13
per cent proteine, while the genuine
mixed feed, composed of pure wheat
bran and middlings, usually contains
from 15 to 18 per cent of proteine. Stop,
look and read! It will save dollars!
Why farmers who can readily grow or.
buy corn stover and cow hay at low cost
continue to purchase some of the low
grade oat and other feeds which are
little richer in proteine than oat straw

they only

«

its

vagaries

were

so

unexpected,

so

that even as you looked you
might hesitate at declaring whether it
was his withers or his Hanks which
were carrot red and if he had four
white stockings or only three. It \vas
safer simply to say that he was white
where he was not red and red where
he was not white. Moreover, his was
a vivid coat.
Altogether Calico was a horse to be

surprising,

remarked and to be remembered. Yet,
aud again yet, Calico was uot wholly
Farm
to blame for his mnuy faults.
breeding, which was more or less responsible for his bizarre appearance,
should also bear the burden of his full
iugs. As a colt he had been the marvel of the county, from Orono to Iler-

can answer.

There has been generally supposed to
be some distinction between cottonseed
"meal" and "feed." Good cottonseed
meal for many years has contained,
when pure, from 40 to 44 per cent of
proteine, and in some cases even more.
Gradually the standard has been lowered, and it is said that a guarantee of
about 38 per cent of proteine is now to
replace all of the higher ones heretofore
used, and that a lowering of the grade
of the cottonseed meal is to be brought
about.
Attention has been called repeatedly
to the fact that the mere presence of a
guarantee tag attached to a lot of feed is
and hence
no assurance of high quality,
read the guarantees. To
one should
sold as
was
illustrate, sample No. 737
cottonseed meal, the guarantee tag was
attached as required by law, and tho analysis showed that the goods were essentially equal to the guarantee, yet one
should observe that the material was only
a little over half as valuable as another
lot sold with a tag in the same manner,
but bearing a high guarantee. In the
latter case a guarantee of 41 per cent of
proteine was given and the goods were
found actually to contain 43.63 per cent.
Farmer "A," buying the first without
reference to the guarantee at a reduction of a dollar or two a ton, may havo
thought that he was getting a good bargain; but Farmer "B," who purchased
the latter lot with reference to the
guarantee, and at the full price, made
the better bargain by several dolllars a
The station is therefore continualton.
ly striving to aid the intelligent purchaser by forcing the dealers and manufacturers to state what they sell and to
ηθΙΙ what they state.

He had been petted,
Ceuter.
teased, humored, exhibited, coddled,
fooled with—everything save properly
trained and broken.
So he grew up a trace shirker aud α
niou

halter puller, ^with disposition, teinperument aud general behuvlor as uneven as his coloring.
"The most good fer nothln' animal I
ever wasted grain on!" declared Uncle

Enoch.

For the better part of four unproductive years had the life of Calico
run to

commonplaces. Then, early

one

June morning, came an hour big with
events. Being the uigli horse In Uncle Enoch's pair, Calico caught first
glimpse of the weird procession which
met them as they turned Into the Bangor road at Sherburne's Corners.
Now, it was Calico's habit to be on
the watch for unusual sights, and when
he saw them to stick his ears forward,
throw his head up, (snort nervously and
the pole. Generally he
crowd

against

was α
got one leg over a trace. There
white bowlder at the top of Poorhouse
hill which Calico never passed without
going through some of these maneuvers.

Dern yer
So-o-o!
never
crazy quilt hide! Body'd think ye
see that stun afore in yer life. Gee-long
α-a-ap!" Uncle Enoch would growl, accenting his words by Jerking the lines.

"Iii-I-ish

there!

A scarecrow In the middle of a cornfield, an auction bill tacked to a stump,
an old hat shilling a vacant pane and
proclaiming the shiftlessness of the
Aroostook Billlngses, would serve when
nothing else offered excuse for skittlsh-

GLUTEN MEAL.

The old and new
process linseed
meals have usually been found to be
sold honestly, and the five samples reported in this bulletin are no exception
The manufacturers
in this particular.
set a worthy example to the managers
of the glucose factories.
In tho case of some gluten meal and
feed the discrepancies between tbe
guarantees and the actual composition
have been found to be so great as to constitute a tremendous fraud upon the
farmer. Indeed, they were so great in a
few cases as to seem to render proeecution the only alternative. It was found,
however, that a re-organization of the
business was in progress, owing to the
absorption of all of the factories by one
large interest. It now remains to follow
when
up the mattor later in the year,
extreme measures may be necessitated
unless an improved condition is found.

how bard the bill· had been Calloc
forgot It all during those ten delightful
minute· when, with his heart beating

SEWELL FoRD

iièss. Even sober Old Jeff, the off horse,
sometimes caught the infection for α
moment. He would prick up his ears
and look Inquiringly at the suspected
object, luit so soon as he saw what It
was down went his head sheepishly,
as if be was ashamed of having been
again tricked.
This morning, however, It was no
false alarm. When Old Jeff was roused
out of his a count miied Jog by Calico's

iicu

vitig,

swaying

tnmg

wnicn

was

His shouts seemed to
the lines.
have aroused the heaving thing, for It
answered with a horrid, soul chilling
noise.
By this time Calico was leaping frantically, snorting at every Jump and
on

terrors in the shortest possible time.
Now, the public ways of Maine are
seldom maradaniizod. In places they
are laid out straight across uml over
the granite backbone of the continent.
The Bangor roud is thus constructed in
spots. This slope was one of the spots
where the bare ledge, with here and

upon Calico knowledge of mauj
things. The farm horse to whom Bau
ol
gor's market square had beeu full
strange sights became, In cotnparisoi
with his former self, most sophist!

fine and

Γ11ΙΙ up!"
In less than half an hour from the
time Calico hud bolted at sight of the
circus cavalcade he was part and parcel of It and helping to pull one of
those mysterious sheeted wagons ulong
In the wake of the terrifying Ajar.
"The old party don't give you a very
good sendoft," said the boss hostler reflectively to Calico, "but I reckon you'll
get used to Ajax and the music chariot
Leastways
before the season's over.
you're bound to be an ornament to the

been really damaged.
In tields that were early cut the later
crop has started finely, and tbe recent
heavy showers will keep it going in
good shape. The prospect now is for a
good second cutting. On late cutinpieces
their
the grasshoppers are getting
work, which gives the fields a bare
look. The hoppers are very plenty, and
the hot, dry spell we have been having
gave them the best of chances to do

damage.

Grain is very light, but tbe fodder is
away above tbe average, weeds and
grass taking the place of the grain
where it was drowned out, making good
feed after it is threshed.
Corn is making very rapid growth;
the terrible heat we have had, with
some tine showers, has given it a wonderful chance. If the season holds out,
the crop must be a good one.
Potatoes are rusting badly, and it has
come too early for them to mature, so
the tubers must be small. This, with
the drowning in the spring, must make
the harvest light.
Apples are light and winter varieties
Fall ones are
must be scarce and high.
plenty, selling rather hard and low.
Butter is scarce and high, eggs the same.
Potatoes 75 cents and $1.—Prentiss Daj
in New England Farmer.

he looked up to see such
he had never beheld In
all his goings and comings up and
dowu the Bangor road. Looming out of
the mist was a six horse team hitched
to the most foreign looking rig one
could well imagine. It bad something

Shade Trees.
C. P. M., Massachusetts:

All shadi
trees within tbe limits of a publio wa;
trees mus* t
Such
trees.
shade
are public
not be cut by any person except th<
tree warden, or by some person author
ised by him so to do. The highway
commission has the control of all shad* >
trees within the limits of the state high
■

way.

An international horse show, in whicl ι
Americans will compete, Is planned t< »
be held in London, next year, as out
come of a year's correspondence betweei 1
the National Horse 8bow Association ο
America and tbe English Hackney Hors ®

spectacle

It was best to do his share of the

as

ing.

To the dappled grays used by Mile
Zaretti, who was a top liner on thi
bills, fell the lot of pulling the tlcke 1
wagon, tills being the lightest work
It was Mile. Zaretti's Iwbit to ride ou<
at the afternoon show, the other In tin !
evening. So when tho nigh gray de
veîoped a shoulder gall on the day tha t
the off one went lame there arose ai
emergency. Also ther* ensued troubli !
for the driver of the ticket wagon
First he was tongue lushed by made
moiselle, then he was fined a week'i

pull-

There
And what pulling It wai!
six horses of them, Calico being
one of the swings, but on an uphill
grade that old chariot was the most reluctant thing he had ever known. Uncle Enoch's stone boat, which Calico
had once held to be merely a heartbreaking Instrument of torture, seemed
light In retrospect. Often did he look
reproachfully at the monstrous combination of gilded wood and iron. Why
need band wagous be made so oxaspewere

of the look of a preposterous hay cart,
with the ends of blue painted poles
sticking out In front and trailing behind. Following this was a great, white
swathed wheeled box drawn by four
horses. It was certainly a curious affair, whatever it was, but neither Calico nor Old Jeff gave It much heed,
nor dl«l they waste a glance on the distant tail of the procession, for behind
the wheeled box was a thiug which

ratlngly heavy?

The

)
[

pay and threatened with discharge b;
the manager. But wheu the lncreaslnj
wrath of the champion lady equestri
euue of America led her to demand hL
instant and painful annihilation tin
The driver profanel; ;
worm turned.
declared that he kuew his business
He had traveled with Yank Kobinsou

atrociously carved

he had, and no female hair grabber un
der canvas should call him down mori

Pans on the corners, with their scarred
faces and broken pipes, were cumbersome enough to make a load for one
pair of horses all by themselve·.
Calico would think of them as he was
straining up a long bill. He could almost feel them pulling back on the
traces In a sort of wooden stubbornness. And when the team rattled the
old chariot down a rough grade how h«

held their gaze.
Iti the gray 4 o'clock light it seemed
like an enormous cow that rolled menacingly forward; not as a cow walks,
however, but with a swaying, heaving
motion like nothing commonly seeu on
Instinctively both
a Maine highway.
horses thrust their muzzles toward the
thing aud sniffed. Without doubt Old
Jeff was frightened. Perhaps not for
nine generations had any of his an-

Iî a Cow gave
Butter

to

In the process by which their remedial
values are extracted and preserved,
In effectiveness, usefulness and economy.
Curing the widest range of diseases,
Doing the most good for the money,
Having the most medicinal merit,
And the greatest record of cures,—

Hood's Sareaparilla

Milk Is Na-

it has to

before

we

be emulsifiec I
can digest it

Scott's Emulsior

I

*

the best oi I
with the valuable hypo

combines

that it l· *
>

oil alone could. Tha
makes Scott's Emulsioi I
the most strengthening ,
wholly by road. The shortest Jump wai ! nourishing food
medi
fifteen miles, but often they did thlrtj
world.
the
in
cine
ί
an<
and
morning,
between midnight

ingredients,

Improvements.
Table, Sofas, Lounges, Pictures at vei y
F. M. S., Massachusetts: An owuei Society.
low prices. These are all second hao d
of unimproved real estate canuot be
goods. At auction rooms, No. 2, Wee t_ compelled to fenoe the same. Cutting a
A buck lamb, at five months old, owo
ern Avenue.
in usual liquid form or In chooolate*
small amount of wood would not be oon- ed by Carl Hamlin, Temple, has brough t
Mr. Hamlin the offer of $30.
•idered as improving real.estate.
tablets known as MrMtab·. 100 dose· 91.

t

i phosphites so
easy to digest and doe:
far more good than th< j

Itself

In selection, proportion and combination

of

k

ture's emulsion—buttei
put In shape for diges<
tion. Cod liver oil is ex
tremely nourishing, bu I

knew how to make the blood follow th<
lash. No effort did he waste on fal
padded flanks when he was In earnest
He cut at the ears, where the skin li
tender. He could touch up the leaden
as easily as he could the wheel horses
and when he aimed at the swings h<
never missed fire.
Ίraveling with a round top Call<x ,
found to be no sinecure. The Grant
Occidental, being a wagon show, movec 1

—

Peculiar

invent miik.

It
Calico learned, this matter of keeping
one's tugs tight. Uncle Enoch had
spared the whip, but in the heart ol
Broncho Bill, who drove the band wag
on, there was no leniency. Ready antl
strong was hie whip hand, and h(

spur as Inherited terror. He had fearsomeness enough of his own to send
him rearing and pawing the air until
the whililotrces rapped his knees. Old
He stared and
Jeff did not rear.
suorted and trembled. When he felt
his mate spring forward In the traces
he weut with him, ready to do anything In order to get away from that

1

mankind would have t< )

hoped that two or three of the figures
might be Jolted off. But In the morn
lug, when the show lot was reached
the traveling wraps taken off thi
and
cestors caught a whiff of that peculiarwagous, there he would see the heavj
which
of
scent
every
ly terrifying
shouldered Pans all in their places at
horse inherits knowledge and dread.
hideous and as permanent as ever.
of
such
no
need
As for Calico, he had
was a hard and bitter lesson whlct

_

miles over country highwayi
make no short Jaunt when you have 1
live ton chariot behind you. The Jump
however, was only the beginning of th<
e<
'lay's work. No sooner had you finish
breakfast than you were booked In toi

thirty

;

Send for fr·· sample.

[

"You bet," said Mile. Zaretti. "Next
spring I go out by rail with a three
topper. I'm Koiug to do the real bare-

No more broad pads
back act too.
Hey.
and wagon shows for Katie.
Jim, rig up your Stokes' mechanic."
Jim, a stout man who wore his
suspenders outside a blue sweater and
talked

huskily, arranged

a

swinging

the purpose of which, it
developed, was to keep Mile. Zaretti
off the ground whenever she missed
her footing on Calico's back. There was
a broad leather belt around her waist

derrick

arm,

and to this was fastened a rope. Very
often was this needed «luring those
first three weeks of practice, for, true
to her word, Mile. Zarettl no longer
strapped on Calico's back the broad
pad to which he had been accustomed.
At iirst the wooden soles hurt and
made him illnch, but lu time the skin
became toughened aud he minded them

featherweight.
Long before the snow wus gone Mile.
Zaretti had discarded tlie derrick arm.
no

pull the pole wagon, the chariots au<
the other wheeled things which a cir
eus needs must also iigure in the grant
entry and in the hip|>odro:iiu races
Even the ring horses have their sliar<
of road work In a wagon show.

Calico's life with the Grand Occidental began abruptly and vigorously. The
driver Of the band wagon knew his
business. Even when half asleep he
After Calico
could see loose traces.
had heard the long lash whistle about
his ears a few times he concluded that

nervous suorts

h

there

human piuwbeel stopped
to shout: "Hello, Kate!

not at all, although Mile. Zarettl was

llttl<

way of It.
A ninety foot top, you know, carricf !
neither extra people nor spare horses
;
The performers must double up theli
auto
the
save
is
No
one
acts.
exempt
cratic high bar folk, who own theli
own apparatus and dictate contracta
So with the horses. The teams thai

grand entry."

This morning, however, it was no false
alarm.

grand, but

was so

After It was all over, wheu th< I
crowde bad gone, the top lowered ant
,
the stakes pulled, he was hitched t<
the leaden wheeled band wagon t<
strain and tug at the trace· all througt
!
the last weary half of the night. Bui
I
when fame has started your way, b<
you horse or man, you cannot escape
Just before the season closed Callct ,
was put on the sawdust. This was tin

afraid o' nothln'. I'll swap him even
for your skewbald."
"Like to see him," said Uncle Enoch.
"If he's half what ye say It s a trade."
"Here he comes on the band wagon
team." Then to the driver: "Hey, Bill!

put

Signed yet?"

and under any conditions.
When lie had grown thus wise am
when he had ceased to stumble ovei
re
guy ropes and tont stakes Calico
ceived promotion. He was put In a!
outside horse of the leading pair in tin
f
grand eutry. He was decorated with
white braided cord bridle with sill
rosettes, and he \vore between his can
All this was verj
a feather pompon.

man.

length almost to Calico'e heels.
'TU do better'n that by you, mister,"
said he. "I've got a fourteen hundred
pound Vermont Morgan, sound as a
dollar, only eight years old and ain't

tbe mows for next winter's use.
The little sunshine we have bad during the season has caused much to be
iu not well made, but very little has

self luto a

long enough

lie feared no noise save thui
cated.
sinister whistle made by Broncho BiH'i
long lash. The roaring sputter of gas
oline flares was no more to him thai
the sound of a running brook. He hat
learned that it was safe to kick t
mere canvasmau when you felt lik<
doing so, but that a real artist, such as
b<
a tumbler or a trapeze man, was to
respected and that the person of tin
ringmaster was most sacred; also h»
acquired the knack of sleeping at ode [
times, whenever opportunity offered

"Thank ye. I'll swap him off fust
chance 1 git, ef I don't fetch back nutliΙιΓ but a boneyard skate," declared Uncle Enoch.
As AJux lumbered by the circus man
eyed with Interest the dancing Calico.
He noted with approval the coat of
fantastic design, the springy knees and
the fine tall that rippled Its white

County, Me., Farm News.
The vexing bay question bas been decided, and the bay is packed away in

Instead she appeared in serviceable
knickerbockers and wore wooden soled
slippers on her feet. Iu the middle of
the riug a man who was turning him-

came

"Leinnie hold him till old Ajax goes

York

When the season closed Mile.
all.
Zaretti bought Calico at an exorbitant
price. He was shipped to a strange
place, where they put him in a box
stall, fed him with generous regularity
aud asked him to do absolutely nothlng at all.
It was a month before Calico saw his
He had beeu taken
mistress again.
luto a great barnlike structure which
had mauy skylights and windows.
Here was an ideal ring, smooth aud
springy, with uo hiddeu rocks or soft
spots such as one sometimes buds
Mile. Zarettl uo
when on the road.
longer wore her spangled pink dress,

keag,

edly.

picked

sooner was

You could see this by the way In
which he tossed bis bead and pawed
haughtily as be waited for the band to
strike up bis music. Ob, yes, hi» music.
You must know that by thie time tbe
horse that had once pulled the stoneboat on Uncle Enoch's farm and had
later learned tbe bard lesson of obedi-

SCOTT A BOWNE. Chemlet·
New Yor <
40Θ-415 Pearl Street
6O0. and tl.OO. All drunrtste

Calico to his best speed, she
would grasp the cinch handles and
with one light bound laud 011 his well
Then, as he circled
reslned back.

Urging

around In an even, rhythmical lope,
she would jump the banners and dive
through the hoops. It was more or less
fun for t'ullco, but It nil seemed so
utterly useless. There were no crowds
to see and applaud. He missed the
music and the cheering.
At last there came a change. Calico
and his mistress took a Journey. They
arrived In the biggest city Calico had
ever seen, and oue afternoon, to the
accompaniment of such a crash of music and such a chorus of "III, hi, ill's!"
as he had never before heard, they burst
into a great arena where were not only
one ring, but three, and about them,
tier on tier as far up as one could
8ΐ*β, the eager faces and gay clothes
of a vast multitude of spectators.
Calico, as you may guess, had become

factor in "the grandest aggregation."
If Calico bad longed for music and
applause life wishes were surely answered, for although Mile. Zareltl had
Jumped from a wagon show to a three
ring combination that began Its season
a

with an indoor March opening, she wai
still a top liner. That is, she had ft
feature act
Thus It was that Just as the Japanese jugglers finished tossing each other on their toes in the upper ring and
while the property helpers were makthe lower one for the ele-

Ing ready

in the center ring Mile. Zaretti
and Calico alone held the attention of
great audiences.

pliants

champ-ion
Zar-ret-tl,
"Mem-zelle
la-dy bareback rl-der of the wor-r-r-Id,

her beaut-l-ful Ar-a-blau steedI"
That was the manner In which the
megaphone announcer heralded their
rattle of
appearance. Then followed a
drums and a tooting of horns, ending
In one treineudous bang as Calico, lift-

on

lup his feet so high and so daintily you
might have thought he was stepping
over a row of china vases and bowing

his head so low that his neck arched
almost double, came mincing into the
arena. In his mouth he champed solid
silver bite, and his polished hoofs were
rimmed with nickel plated shoes. The
bridle reins were covered with

heavy

the finest white kid, as was the surclugle which completed his trappings.
Itather stout had Culico become in
His back and
these halcyon days'.
flanks were like the surface or a well
upholstered sofa. His coat of motley
told its own story of daily rubbings
and good feeding. The white was duzilimrly white, and the carrot red
patches glowed like the inside of a
well burnished copper kettle. So shiny
was he that you could see reflected ou

his sides the black, gold spangled tights
and fluffy black skirts worn by Mile.
Zaretti, who poised on his back as
lightly as If she had boon an ostricL
plume dropped on a snow bank and
who Bmlliugly kissed her finger tips
to the craning necked tiers of spectators with charming indiscrimination
and admirable Impartiality.
You may imagine that this picture
was not without Its effect. Never did
It fail to draw forth a mighty volume

of "Ohs!" and "Ah-h-h-hs!" especially
at the afternoon performances, when
the youngsters were out in force. And
how Calico did relish this bum of ad·
miration! Perhaps Mile. Zaretti thought
some of It was meant for her. No suet

Use in place
of Cream of Tartar
and Soda.

under Broucbo Bill's lash bad now
become an equine personage. Ile bad
bis grooms aud bis box stall. He bad
whims wblch must be humored. One
of these had to do with the music
which plnyed him through bis act. He
had discovered that the Blue Danube
waltz was exactly to his liking, and to
no other tune would he consent to do
bis best. Sulking was one of bis new

ence

m*

accomplishments.
As for Mile. Zaretti, she affected no
such frills, but she was ever ready to

POWDER

those of her horse. A bard
working, frugal, ambitious young person was Mile. Zaretti, whose few ex-

defend

travagancies

wore

mostly

on

Absolutely Pur·

Calico's

More convenient,
Makes the food lighter
and more healthful.

account. For him she demanded the
Blue Danube waltz In the face of the

bandmaster's grumblings.

novAi tAJowq powotn

oo.,

m« you

THE GOOD OLD DAYS.
fry Sow the War· of Yor· Mi (N
How

You Like Tliem.

Good old times, sa y h the Sun Antonio
Light, are a delusion and a snare, aud
the Hi μ 11 who sighs fur them has little
couceptlou of what they were. Return
to them, would you? Then rise ou a
cold morning aud wash at the puuip,
ou a pair of rawhide boot* that

got the apples and sugar plums which
usually rewarded the grays.
The galled shoulder healed, but the
lame leg developed into au incurably
stiff joint. Three nights later Calico,
to his great joy, left the baud chariot
team forever, to hud himself on thu
light ticket wagon aud regularly entered as a ring horse. Nor was this

direction.
Hereditary Instincts, yoi
know, die hard.
During those four months iu wblcl
the Grand Occidental flitted over tin
New England circuit from Kendus
Me., to Bennington, Vt., then

'em to be. The off one's stlddy enough.
It's this cantankerous skewbald that
Whoa low,
started the tantrum.
blame ye!" Calico's nose was in the
uir again, and he was snorting excit-

».

manage, but If I break my neck I hope
you'll murder that fool driver," was
Mlle. Zaretti's verdict and petition
when the lesson ended.
Mile. Zaretti's gyrations that afternoon and evening were somewhat tame
when you consider the manner in
which she was billed. Calico did hi»
part with only a few excusable blunders, aud she was so pleased that be

for noises, when one hae associated
with a steam calliope one ceases tc
mind anything In that Hue. Old AJax
it was true, remained a terror tc
Calico for weeks, but In the end tlu
horse lost much of his dread for the
ancient pachyderm, although he nevei
felt wholly comfortable while those
wicked little eyes were turned In bif

When the circus caravan overtook
him Uncle Enoch had captured the
runaways and was leading them back
to where the wrecked wagon lay by
the roadside. More or less butter was
mixed with the sandy chin whiskers,
and an Inartistic yellow smooch down
the front of his coat showed that the
eggs had followed him.
"Bather lively pair of yours, eh, mister?" commented a red faced man who
dropped off the pole wagon.
"Yes, ruther lively," assented Uncle
"
Enoch, 'specially when ye don't want

« WW. w

For a green horse Calico conducted
himself with much credit. He did not
stumble. He did not shy at the ringmaster's whip. He did not try to dodge
the banners or the hoops after he found
how harmless they were.
"Well, if I cut my act perhaps I can

stand.
For a horse accustomed to shy at his
own shadow tills was heroic treutment,
But it wae successful. In a month yol
could not have startled Calico with a
pound of dynamite. Ue would placid·
ly munch bis oats within three feet ol
the spot where a stake gang swung the
heavy sledges in staccato time. He
cared no more for flapping canvas than
for the wagging of a mule's ears. Ai

ditch.

uuj

pleaded.

scarcely

there six inch shelves and eroded gullies, offered a somewhat uneven surface to the wheels. A well built Studebaker will staud a lot of this kind of
banging, but it is not wholly indestructible. So It happened that halfaxle
way down the hill the left hind
snapped at the hub. Thereupon some
2U0 dozen ears of early green corn
were strewn along the flinty face of
the highway, while Uncle Enoch was
hurled, seat and all, accompauied by
four dozen eggs and ten pounds of
Auut Henrietta's best butter, into the

outuc

ty.

the freshly dug ring.
The first time falieo did the grand
entry he felt as though he had beeu
sucked Into a whirlpool and was being
carried around by some Irresistible
force. So dazed was he by the music,
by the hum of humuu voices and by
the unfamiliar sights that he forgot tc
lie could only prance
rear and kick,
and snort. He went forward becausc
the rider of the outside horse dragged
him along by the bridle rein. Around
and around he circled until he lost all
sense of direction, and when he was
finally shunted out through the dress
lug tent flaps he was so dizzy he could

did his best. With feet well braced be
tugged at the lines and shouted, all to
Never before had Calico
no purpose.
and Old Jeff met a circus on the move.
Neither had they previously come Into
such close quarters with an elephant.
One does uot expect such things on the
Bangor road. At least they did not.
They proposed to get away from such

iuv

this was to be his one great opportuniMany a time had Calico circled
around the banked ring's outer circumference, but never had he been within
it. Neither had he worn before a broad
pad. By dint of leading and coaxing
be was made to understand that his
part of tbe act was to canter around
the ring with Mile. Zarettl on bis back,
where she was to be allowed to go
through as many motions as she

arena.

the baud the seemingly chaotic mass
unfolded Into a double line as the
horses broke into a sharp gallop around

forcing Old Jeff to keep pace. They
were at the top of a long grade, and
down the slope the loaded wagon rattled eauily behind them. Uncle Enoch

by," said the circus

No

It all began In the dressing tent with
a period of confusion In which horses
were crowded together as thick as they
could stand, while the riders dressed
ami mounted in frantic haste, for to be
At last the
late meant to be lined.
ringmaster clapped his hands as sign
that all was In readiness. There was
Then a bugle
a
momentary hush.
sounded, the flaps were thrown back
and to the crushing accompaniment of

cotulng towurd them.
"Wlioa, j·»' pesky fools! Whoa, dod
rot ye!" Uncle Enoch, wakened from
the half doze which be had been taking
on the wagon seat, now began to saw

Hi

out Calico.
the top up that day
than Calico's training began. Well it
was that be bad learned obedience, for
The boss

time to the rat-tat-tat of the snare
drum, be swung prancingly around the

yellow

Ulitc

of this, added merely for emphasis. Mile. Zarettl saw the point. She
had gone too far. Whereupon she discreetly turned on her high French heels
and meekly asked the boss hostler for
the most promieiug animal he bad.

or

5\ê

—

OMETIIING there was about
Calico's markings wbioli stuck
in one's uilnd, as does u liauutlug memory, Intangible, but
unforgotten. Surely the pattern was
obtrusive enough to bait attention, yet

COTTONSEED MEAL AND FEED.

LINSEED AND

......By

11J au

more

to four mile* more.
You had a few hours for rest after
that before the grand entry. Ah, thai
grand entry! That was something to
live for. No matter how bad the roads

CALICO

In the face of the perplexities peculiar
to the season, the grain crop on the
farm of the associate editor of the
Farmer has gone steadily on to a finish
and ripened oil bright and clean from
rust.
Hardly was the haying over when
the men had to skip to the oat fields.
The entire crop was harvested without
Rocks Money Makers.
a drop of rain to increase the labor or Plymouth
advocate for this breed
now is safely in
and
a
am
stanch
I
the
straw,
damage
store in the barn built expressly for that and unhesitatingly say I believe it tc
and engine be tbe best general utility fowl. It if
purpose, where the separator
are in wailing for the lesser pressure of pre-eminently the ideal fowl for the
work after the harvest. On reviewing farmer. The hens are good layers, exthe crop, it is surprising how little of cellent brooders, early mataring, plump
labor, and especially of man labor, has and for their superior richness, com'
mand the top prices on the market. It
been involved in its production.
As our readers know, the Farmer be- 1905, I started in the year with 38 wel
lieves in and advocates the growing of bred hens, keeping a correct account ol
cas!
grain on the farm, where it is needed, all my feed expense· and amount ofextra
and the writer practices what he urges taken in. I aimed to produce
other farmers to do. In his granary is early broilers, realizing that the earlj
still a generous crib of oats of the last chicks bring the cream of the markets
t<
year's crop. Dairymen are claiming From chicks, my sales amounted ol
that after the grain bills are paid, little 975.20; eggs, 951, making a total
returns from the creamery are left for $126.20. My cash outlay for feed, etc.
the benefit of the owner and operator. amounted to just $24.88, leaving a ne '<
Try it another year, and see thediffer- profit of $101.22 for the year's work
ence when the grain is taken from the My hatches were all made by hens, bu
the nurser] ;
granary on the farm instead of from the as soon as chicks got beyond
dealer at the station. In the crop of stage, I combined several broods witl ,
grain the writer has just put safely in one mother, thereby getting my sitting
store, not an hour of man labor, other hens back to the laying ranks as soon ai \
than the driver of the team, has been in- possible. I kept no account of whai
volved, save in the loading on the cart in chicks and eggs were used for domestic
The fiock was given fre<
the field and the unloading in the barn, purposes.
The crop was all grown on land in range, coupled with good care and at
preparation for other crops to follow.— tention.—Cor. in New England Home
Maine Farmer.
stead.

Making Bordeaux.
{
R. ▲. M., and others, Massachusetts:
>
The popular formula is five pounds copper sulphate, five pounds unslaked lime
The process of
to 50 gallons water.
making has been printed again and
again in The New England Homestead.
Be sure to slake the lime and diaaolve
the copper sulphate separately. Do not
mix the solutions in a concentrated
1 nice Organ, been used 2 years, cot t form, but pour together in separate reand stir briskly. If insects
975, price $40. Spring Beds, Mattreasei i, ceptaclee
are also to be combated, one pound oi
Con
Tables,
Feather
Beds,
Stoves,
less of Paris green to 50 gallons bordeaux
mode·, Bureaus, Chairs, Jars, Ksttlei 1 can be used.
Dishes, House Plauts, Dress Cutter1

Furniture.
Furniture.
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Certain Feeding Stuffs.
C. JONES,
AMONG THE
The Rhode Island Agricultural Ex^
Smith and Machinist,
periment Station bulletin No. 112, on
"
8PKKD TUX PLOW."
MAINS.
commercial feeding atnffa, contains the
SOUTH PARIS,
steam en
analysée of such commercial feeding
Manufacturer of genera! machinery,and too le,
work, spool machinery
oo practical agricultural topic»
stuffs as have been sampled during the
,-s, mill
lien aud drille made and Correspondence
In
tape,
screw*.
all
communications
«et
Address
Is solicited.
n
autumn of 1905 and the winter and
ma
Sewing, mowing and threshing
to Ukmkt D.
drv l
tended for this

pull

rival a tin eau lu stiffuees, pull ou a
woolen shirt over your hack and alt
ilowu to a bare meal with your thre·
legged stool dancing around on a split
«lab tioor, eat coru poiie and bacon
for a steady diet and labor fourteen
hours out of twenty-four. Go without

α daily paper, a fly screen, a mosquito
bar, a spring mattress, a kerosene

You mny Imtujinc that thin picture Win
>iOl without its effect.
When the grandest aggregation finally took tin; road the satisfaction of Calico was complete. He was under canvas once more. No band wagon work

wearied his nights. He even enjoyed
the street parade. In the evening when
his act was over he left tbe tents flowing huge and brilliant h pi i list the
night and Jogged quietly off to his
padded car stall, where were to I».·
had a full two hours' rest before No. li

train pulled out.
In tlie gray of the morning he would
wake to contentedly look out through
his grated window at the living landa
si^-li o.
scape, remsmliering with
satisfaction iluit no longer was he
routed out at cockcrow to be driven
afield. Later he could see the curious
crowds in the railroad yards as the
Ion;: lines of ears were shunted back
and forth. As lie lazily munched Ills
breakfast oats lie watched the draft

horses patiently drag tbe huge chariots across the tracks and off to the
show lot, where he was not due for
hours.
A life of mild exertion, enjoyable excitement, changing scenes aud considerate treatment was his. No wonder
No
tbe fat stuck to Calico's ribs.
wonder bis eyes beamed contentment.
Such are the sweets of high achievement.
It Willi to «I'll early July peas that
CJncle Enoch again took the Bangor
rond one day about three years after
his memorable meeting with the (irand
Occidental. On his way across the
to Xorumbega market he found

city

his way blocked by a line of waiting
people. From an urchin tossed handbill Uncle Enoch learned that the
"grandest aggregation" was In town
uiul that "the unparalleled street pageant" was about due. So he waited.
With
enjoyment Uncle Enoch

grim
watched the brilliant spectacle impashis
sively. Old Jeff merely pricked up
ears in curious interest as the procession moved along lu Its dazzling
course.

"Zarettl, bareback queen of the
world! On her famous Arabian steed
Abdullah! 1'resented to her by the

shah of Persia!"
Thus read Uncle Enoch as he followwith
ed the printed order of parade
toil grimed forefinger.
l-'or a moment Uuele Enoch s gaze
who
was held by the bareback queen,
looked languidly into space over the
stared
top of the tiger cage. Then he
hard at the "far famed Arabian steed,"
shah. Said steed
of the

gift

impulsive
caparisoned lu a

gorgeous saddle
A
blanket hung with silver fringe.
silver mounted martingale dangled l>e·
tastween his knees. Holding the silk
soled brittle rein and walking in re
In
spectful attendance was a groom
a
fitting riding breeches and
was

tight
cockaded hat which rested mainly on
his ears. The horse was of white, mottled with carrot red In such striking
seen It, one
pattern that, having once
could hardly forget.
"(Jee whlllklns!" said Uncle Enoch
of besoftly to himself, ns If fearful
traying some newly discovered secret.

liut Old Jeff was moved to no such
reticence. Lifting his head over the
shoulders of the crowd, he pointed his
ears and gave vent to a quick, glad
whinny of recognition. The "far famed
Arabian," turning so sharply that the

unwary groom was knocked sprawling,
looked hard at the humble farm hor«o
and then, with an answering high
the
pitched neigh, dashed through
was a
quickly scattering spectator·. It
moment of surprises. The bareback
was startled out of
queen of the world
her day dream to Hud her "Arabian
steed" rubbing noses with a ragged
coated horse hitched to a battered
farm wagon, In which eat a chin whiskered old fellow, who grinned exand slyly winked at her over

pansively

the horsee' heads.

"It's all right, ma'am. I won't let
on," he said.
Before she could reply the groom,
who had rescued his cockaded hat and
bis presence of mind, rushed In and
dragged the far famed steed back into
the line of procession.
•Waal, I swan to man ef Old Jeff
I
didn't know that air Callker afore
declared Uncle Enoch as he de-

did,"
scribed the affair to Aunt Henrietta.
"An' me that raised him from a colt!
I do swan to man!"
Mile. Zarettl did not "swan to man,"
whatever that may be, but to this day
she marvels concerning the one and
only occasion when her trusted Calico
disturbed the progress of the "grandest
aggregation'»" unparalleled street pageant

P««vlihn···.
Peevishness may be considered the
canker of life that destroys Its vlgot
its improvement; thai
and checks
creeps on with hourly depredations
and taints and vitiates what It cannot
consume.—J ohnsou.

lamp, geehaw your oxen to market
and sit ou the floor of an ox cart an
or a
you wend your way to cburch
frolic. Parch corn and peas for coffee
and sassafras for tea and see how you
like it.
'Hie old days are looked backward to
affectionately, says the Galveston
News, bceatose they were the day· of
our youth, of bouudlng blood aud supple Joints, the day· of hope and tba
days of love arid laughter and sonf.
The days of the present will be ttk·

good old days of the coming generation
and will be regarded by our aucceaaorfl
as rather crude in customs and barsb
In many ways, yet withal not to be d··
splsed. The progressives of our age
Fifty
are the mossbacks of later eras.
at
years hence we will be acoounted

slow aud Immature as we now r«gar4
those of half a century ago.

CHIRSCHMUS.
Dainty That I· Mad· of P»··
•*rv»d Chorrle·.
Last summer I ate genuine Swiss
chlrschmus twenty yearn old. It tested
like a concentration of all the richness
A Swim

and sweetness of the most perfect
cherries. In appearance It was a purblack mass. Age bad not Impair-

plish

ed It lu tbe least

ft
Upon Inquiry I learned bow tills
cherry concoction, with Its wonderful il

preserving quality,

Is made.

Tb· cher-

ries used must be perfect—very large,
ripe, Juicy black ones and, above all,
very sweet.
The Juice of them pressed out and
strained thiouj.li a bag Is put in a
large preserving kettle, at the bottom
of which Is placed a piece of
fastened to a block of wood. The

J

smoked]

pork

wood stvves as a weight to keep tb·.'
fat down and prevent tlie Juice
burning as it thickens.
The cherry Juice Is boiled for about
twenty-four hours without sugar, but
stirred from time to time uutii It
becomes a mas·» of sweetness so firm
and thick that it would uot fall If the

from,!

keîîi:»

v.t:l'

iuve;:ed.

That is all; α simple process, but the
res'.dt l< delirious. This cbirschmua le
in veiier.tl tt.-e In Switzerland with the
1USS0 II11 lit·" (sweet but ten aud bread.'
—London I.;:d!cs" World.

I'VetlliiK Silkworm·.

The quality aud quantity of silk pro»
duccd by your silkworms will all de*

pend on how you feed them. Too
much food should not l>e xlveu at once,
but they should never be left entlrelf
without at any time during tbe day
You must, therefore, watch
or night.
carefully to get au idea of their appe-

tite aud provide accordingly, saye
Fresh mulberry leave·
llome Chat.
are the proper food for silkworms, but
If at any time these are uot procurable
beat sub·
young lettuce leave* are the
stitutc, but they are only α stop gap.
Silkworms cannot live for a long period without their natural food.
A Kich Mae.

Standards of proeperlty vary In dlf·
forent parts of the country, but thai
of Captain Jack is purely local—to him-

The old man came out of hi·
cottage door one morning and discovered some Le'er-do-well neighbors dig·
clams iu the tlat In front of hie
self.

ging

shore.
"Dear me. boys," he quavered In ft
weak, old voice, "don't dig my clatnel
There's Abel Wyman over there acruee
the cove; he has ham for breakfast evCJo over
ery mornin't Iu the year.
there aud dig his clams, l>oys."

Tin· Cat Had Chicken·.

The old housekeeper met the master
at the door 011 his arrival home.
ou please, sir," she said, "the
"If
cat has had chickens."
"Nonsense, Mary," laughed be. "You
Cats don't have ehiekmean kittens.
eus."
"Was them chickens or kittens aa
asked
you brought home last night?"
the old woman.

"Why, they were chickens, of courte."
"Just so, sir," replied Mary, with ·
twinkle. "Well, the oat's bad 'em!"
HI· Awfnl Mistake.

"Young inau," said her father, "do
you smoke cigarettes?"
"I should say uot," declared the
youth hastily. "I would consider It
disgraceful to be seen with one of the

[ think all
rile things iu my mouth.
cigarette smokers should be Jailed.
Why do you ask. sir?"
"Thought perhaps you could let me
have one," said tbe old man pointedly.
"I smoke 'em myself."—Loudon Tel»

graph.

So Sir··.

1

enter-|

Mr. City Hoarder was being
tained by his rural sweetheart.
"Do you play and slug 'When the
Cows Are Iu the Corn.' Miss Milky-

weigh?"

"Lord bless you, no!" she ejaculated;
"I got tbe dogs uud chase 'em out"—

Harper's Weekly.
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Editor· and

BapUst Church, He τ. Κ. Ο. Taylor, pastor
Preaching every Sunday at 10:45 A. u. Sunday
Sabbath Evening Service at
School at 12 u.
"30 F. M. T. P. S. C. K. Tuesday evening.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at 7 30. Covenant Meeting the laat Friday before the 1st
Sunday of the month at J 30 τ. M. All not
otherwise connected are cordially invited.
Universalis! Church.
Sunday School every
Sunday at 10 M a. m.
At the handicap challenge at the golf
links Saturday, Mr. Fred W. Shaw won
again over Mr. Knickerbocker by a score
of 146 to 13S.
This week the library will be open
Thursday evening instead of Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ο. E. Curtis and baby
made a short visit at South Paris and
Paris Hill last week.
Jeseie Jackson is attending high school
She is boarding at
at South Paris.
Lewis Monk's.
Mrs. Ε. II. Jackson spent Sunday with
friends at Fortune Rocks, Maine.
Miss Marion Hallett is visiting her
brother at Rangeley Lake.
The Ladies' Universalist Circle will
bold a social and promenade at Academy
Admission as
Hall Friday evening.

a. E. rouse.

Gsosaa M. Atwood.

Τ van β —$1.50 a year If paid «trlctly In advance
otherwise ti.oo a year. Single copte· 4 cent·
All legal advertisement
given three connective Insertions for $1Λ
of
column. Special contract!
inch
In
length
per
made with local, transient and yearly adverti·
uvkktiskmkst*

—

are

er·.

Job Panmse —Sew type. fMt presse·, electrU
power, exuerlenced workmen and low prleei
combine to make this department of our bual
ness complete and popular.
•MULE COPIES.

Single Copie· of the Democrat are four oenti
each
They will be mailed on reoelpt of price bj
the publisher· or for the convenience of patroni
Jingle copie· of each Issue have been placed oi
•ale at the following place· In the County :
Brooke* Drug Store.
South farl·,
Shurtieff'· Drug Store.
Noye·' Drug Store.
Norway,
Stone'· Drug Store.
Alfred Cole, l'oetmaater.
Buckfleld,
A. F. Lewi·, Insurance Office
Fryeburg,
Mr·. Harlow, Po·* Office.
Farl· Hill,
W est Paris,
Samuel T. W htte.

usual.

Coming EveoU.
Sept. 18,19, JO.—Oxford County Fair.
Sept. M, X. 27.—Λη· Iroscoggln Valley
Oct

Mr. and Mrs. Chandler Garland and
Mr. and Mrs. George Sanders and baby
of Boston are visiting at L. B. Merrill's.
Mrs. Jarvis Carter and Miss Dorothea
left Saturday. Mrs. Carter goes to her
home in Montclair and Miss Carter to
Swarthmore Preparatory School.
Mr. and Mrs. George M. Atwood and
Raymond are visiting relatives in Dixtield for a few days. Will Atwood spent
Sunday with friends in Hebron.
A caddies' tournament will be held at
the golf links Saturday. Tea will be
served in the afternoon from four to six.
Members and friends are cordially in-

Fair

Canton.

.'.—Oxford Pomona Grunge, South Water

fori.
Oct. 2,3, 4.—West < >xford Fair, Fryeburg.
Oct. 2,1—Oxford North Fair, Andover.
NEW

ADVKUT1SEME.NTS.

Your ChlUl'· Eye Sight.
You Nee·! a Flush Kobe This Fall.
Dry Goods Opening.
Brick and Stone Work.
Ready-to-wear Hats.
Lo«t.
Parker's Hair Balsam

vited.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Shaw and son
Raymond spent last week with friends
at Beachwood, Maine.
Miss Harriet Shaw of Boston is the
nuest of Mrs. Snow.
Rev. and Mrs. C. A. Knickerbocker returned to their home in Arlington, Mass.,
Monday. Mr. Knickerbocker will return here to preach the remaining Sundays of the month.
Miss Eleanor Sparrow of Portland is
the guest of her eister, Mrs. L. M.

Cobb Re-elected.
Republican Pluralities
Generally Reduced.

But

arc

Oxford Stands Firm,

society

Backfteld.

SÎÎwhat »?pîS
Bradbury .^trouble

On Wednesday last Mrs. Lucy A.
to be
and daughter Skillings and Mrs. Gilbert Tilton spent
Mrs M. Q.
Lu» have moved into Mr. BradburM the day with Mrs. Addison Libby on the
Mr. Wlllardl Turner road.
bouae at Trap Corner.
On Saturday afteraoon at three o'clock
Poland boards with them.
I
Mr A. K. Shurtleff is repairing the at the home of Walter A. Turner, were
rent over hie store recently vacated by married, by the Rev. A. W. Pottle, Mr.
James F. Bicknell and Mrs. Emily
Mrs. Bradbury.
* I
Miss Lena Morrison of Boston recent-1 Turner, both of Buckfield.
ly waa the guest of her friend, Gertrude 1 Miss Amy Shaw returned to her school
in Boston where she has been teaching
Vernal W. Bates of New Haven, for several terms. Her sister Millie has
for a short also returned to her studies at Howard
Conn., arrived in town

First

Proprietor·.

the M. E.

I

Eva Tucker has been quite tick Rev. W. D. Athearn and wife, Mr. Chae.
Prince and wife, and Mrs. J. G. Warren
but if now better.
Mr_ I and Mrs. A. W. Pottle.
They reporta
Louie, the oldest son of Mr. and Mr·,
pharlai R. Brig£s« 1® quite seriously ill I very interesting convention.

Paris H11L

Forbes

H

Buckfield'a representation at the Bap
here tiat Oxford Association at South Paris
last Wednesday and Thursday were

A. Clifioid of South Pari,

pished'for

SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
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THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL

ISSUED TUESDAYS.

Axwood

WMt Perl».

THE OXFORD BEAKS.

ESTABLISHED 1SS3.

StMrî.

I

Friday

during!

,D'ckva^e

^Mrs^Willard

J

Ber-1

Baptist!

ui

Brown.
Miss Marion Hallett entertained about
twenty young people Monday evening
The latter part of the
at a corn roast.
Elects a Full Republican Ticket, with Soa< evening was spent in playing hearts. It
a
was
pronounced most enjoyable affair.
Democratic Uaios, and Gives Cobb
The Misses Carter gave a salmagundi
moving
More Votes tbao in 1404.
party Thursday evening to a number of Alden Chase residence which he recentmuch
which
was
who
James
enjoyed
Libby,
young people,
purchased.
ing In this house, will move to the rent
The result of the Maine election ο f by all present.
Α. P. Oliver of St. Louis, Mo., was a over A. M. Chase's printing offico, and
Monday, Sept. 10, is unquestionably
Mrs. Stella Ford and daughter will reguest at O. A. Maxim's last week.
state
the
1
Democratic gain in
generally
Miss Jeannie Hubbard returned to main through the winter.
Boston Wednesday.
A. L. Gilbert is acting station agent
after a campaign which was made un
Mrs. II. W. Lyon and her mother, Mrs. during agent Williams' vacation.
usually lively for an "off year" by botl , Jaiues of South
her
and
The corn shop will close Saturday,
son,
America,
parties.
Harry Lyon, arrived at the Hill Satur- lSent. 15. The pack will amount to
return
unofficial
Mrs.
weeks.
some
a
of
for
complete
about
Practically
230,000, one of the lightest seasons
stay
day
on the vote for governor give Cobb, Re
Lyon has been at Honolulu for most ol in the factory's history.
Ttt,»ihe
two years, but comes now from
rhe
The young son of Charles A. Jacobs
publican, 0^,501; Davis, Democrat Marepast
Island, Calif., where Admiral Lyon is quite sick with symptoms of typhus
CI,109; making Cobb's plurality, 7,392 is statioued. Mrs. Lyon and Mrs. fever. Dr. Rogers is attending him.
I
In 11*04 the vote was, Cobb, 70,902 James are at Mr. Brown's. Harry Lyon ! Quite a few attended the Bethel fair
is at White Mountain View House.
from Woodstock. The band was In atDavis, 50,140—a plurality of 20,810.
Miss Alice K. Hammond returned tendance two days of the fair.
The four Republican congressmen ar »
in
A. C. Ricker is making extensivo rePortland,
Saturday from the hospital
re-elected by reduced majorities. It
where she has been for several weeks. pairs on hie blacksmith shop.
the Second District the vote was, Little
II. J. Libby has recently had built a
She is much improved in health.
new piazza around the front of his store.
field, 18,01; McGillicudy, 17,377, givini
Bethel.
West
The Woodstock schools commenced
Littleticld a plurality of 1,259. In 190
"Along the roadside and up tlie bill
Sept. 4, except the village school which
The golden rod damee Id the euu ;
he bad 5,31*1 plurality over the opposin I
I betzan one week later.
The blue-eyed genett&n node good-bye
,.
candidate.
Miss Etta Bartlett is having a stable
To the little brooks that run ;
summer's
Λη·1
doue,
I,
«ο,
says
erected near her eu m mer cottage.
In the legislature eight of the thirtj

1

ly

is^liv-

J1

!

■

I
I

1

I

I

I

one

senators and

sixty

Summer le doue'"

of the 151 reprt

"By the goldenrod alight.
By the sumac red and bright,
By the cardinal· ablow,
By the IIlies lying low,
By the reed h now rank and tall.
a generation.
We note the coming of the fall."
the
Democratic gains ar e
While
Mrs. Surah W. Brown is with bei
general throughout the state, they ar B brother, L. D. Urover.
Sunday services in tbe union churcb
largest and most conspicuous in th β
are quite well attended.
cities and in the counties containing th e
Mrs. Addison S. Bean is gradually relarger cities, several of which countiet covering from her recent illness.
Cumbei
and
L. G. Wbitten is moving the goodc
including Androscoggin
land, have elected full Democrat! c from the Haskell store to the store of H,
Dennison.
W.
tickets of county officers. Only fou r
A number of voters in this end of the
ti
In
th
cities gave Cobb a majority.
town, six of them known to be Democountry districts the change is less.
crats, did not attend election Monday.
The sweet corn harvest continues, pa
Amid all this upheaval Oxford Count f
totoes are being dug, and late planted
stands firm, actually giving Cobb 4«S2 ι,
beans pulled and stacked, and no killing
vote sagainet42S3 in liHM—an increase c
frost bas yet come.
337. But the vote for Davis increase 1
Beautiful weather for the Bethel fail
fr<»m 2270 to 2'Λ^Ο, so that the ltepublica 3 and a big crowd on the grouuds Wed
nesday. Ilope it may continue as cleai
plurality is reduced from 2013 in 1904 t
and warm for another week.
1G31 this year. That the Prohibitionist *
We had the pleasure Tuesday of meet*
stood by Governor Cobb is evident fror J ing our friend, Henry H. Hastings, Esq.,
of Bethel, the newly elected Senator
the shrinkage of their vote, which is re
who was called to this place on impor
duced to 37 in the county, while th e
tant business.
44
for
.Socialist candidate
governor gets
Mrs. Bertha Clifford of Roslindale,
The entire Republican county ticke t Mass., visited L. D. Grover and wife dur
is elected by pluralities varying fror
ing the past week, and on Wednesday
went to the home of her parents in Gor173C for Whitman, Clerk of Courts, t
ham. Her tirst husband was Frank L
800 for Hubbard, Sheriff—Mr. Mclntirt
Grover. an adopted son of Mr. and Mrs,
the present Democratic sheriff, who wa s L. D. Grover.
W. Frank Brown has been "swinging
elected by Republican disaffection tw )
around the circle" quite lively for a man
years ago, being defeated for r©-electio: j 82
years old. He went to Bethel and reby the above figures. The Oxfor turned on Saturday to Berlin, X. H., and
County delegation in the legislature returned on Sunday, and to Bethel Hill
senator and seven representatives, ar t Monday to cast his vote for the Republican state and county officers.
all Republicans, the smallest pluralit f
ii
Oxford.
for Stearns of Norway,
being
sentatives will be Democrats—the larg
est representation that party has had ii 1

extraordinary

effor t

Freeman Morse is laying new pipe for
bis cesspool.
J. M. Day has commenced putting up
the frame of his new house.
F. Cushmau is quarrying stone for
Dana Dudley.
F. Whitman has finished work for E.
Andrews and is now working on the
section.
Mr. Mauger's people all left for home
Friday afternoon.
The Webbers expect to return home
the last of this or very first of next
week. The Kinsmans are to leave the
coming week and it looks as if our village was left without many eummer
visitors.
East Sumner.
The Congregational Ladies1 Circle at
East Sumner are making arrangements
for a fair to be held some time in the
latter part of October or the first of
November, of which due notice will be

given.
Capt. Melvin B. Kicker of the Somerville, (Mass ), fire department, who has
been on a vacation in this vicinity, returned home on Wednesday. He at-

tended with your reporter the state fair
at Lewiston, and witnessed the firemen's
prize coutest and spoke in high terms of
the old "Excelsior's" work in the contest. The "Excelsior" tub was once
owned in Buckfield, now in Auburn,
where it originally belonged, and is a
smart machine, winning first in its class.
The boys were heartily cheered and
assisted by the Niagaras of Brunswick.
Capt. Ricker has seen 32 years continuous service in the fire department and ie
an efficient official in the department at
Union Square, Somerville.
Old Oxford County is the banner
county of Maine for Republican persistence and loyalty.
Every county
officer placed in nomination by the Republican party, as well as every representative to the state legislature, is elected, a fact wbich we believe not attained
by any other county. The Democrat
ought to place a cut of a noble "rooster"
at the head of its columns in token of
the event. Littlefield practically owos
his election to the loyal voters of Oxford County, with what help the half
truths and prevarications of theGompers
combination afforded.
•McGillicuddy
Had that combine with Cyrus W. Davis
kept out of the rural towns and addressed only the larger cities, it is possible
they might have won. The sturdy yeomanry of the rural towus saved the day

Mrs. Robinson died at the home ol
her son, Charles Robinson, Sept. 13tb,
was put forth in behalf of Ms. Kimball
after a brief illness, aged 91 years. She
the Democratic candidate.
leaves a daughter and four sons.
It is noteworthy that the total vote ο
Rev. Mr. Newport preached an able
> and timely sermon Sunday on prohiOxford County for governor was
larger than in the presidential-year elec bition.
A union temperance meeting was
tion of HH)4, an increase of nearly fifteei
held Sunday evening at the M. E. vestry.
per cent.
Nellie Elden of Massachusetts is visitThe detailed figures of the Oxfor* I ing her brother, John Elden.
Mrs. Samuel Jenkins of Lewiston is
County vote are given elsewhere in tbi
visiting her nephew, Mr. H. O. Perkins.
paper. There is small chance of erro
Mrs. Frank Dunn of Portland is with
in these, as they are made up from re
her sister, Mrs. Morris Clark.
the
several
towi
The ladies of the Congregationalist
turns furnished by
clerks, to whom the Democrat wishes t< society will have a sale and supper Friday evening, Sept. 21st, at Robinson
return thanks for their courtesy am 1
and befriended the
Hall.
promptness in furnishing the informa
Dr. Yerrill and wife of New Hamp- ia all right.
whose district an

shire are

tion asked for.

The officers elected in Oxford Count]

are

as

follows:

Senator— Henry H. Haetlng*. Bethel.
Clerk of Courts—Ch irle» K. Whitman, Norway
County Attorney—Charles P. Barnes, Norway ]
Sbertn-Hlram It. Hubbartl, Pari·.
County Commissioner—A<k-lb«rt Delano, Can
ton.
County Treasurer—Qeoige M. Atwool. Part*
Register of l>eetls—J. Hasting* Bean, Part·.
KegUterof Deed*. Western District—Kcklej

Ballanl, Krveburg.
Representative·» to Le*Mature—
Jerry H. Martin, Sumfonl.
Frafertrk R. Dyer, BuckileM.
Albert J. Stearns. Norway.
Almon Young, Hiram.
Klwtn H. Uleaaon, Mexico.
A lui on Emerson, Stow.
Willanl B. Wight, Newry.

nearer.

Indeed,

some

already

East Bethel.
All fields of sweet corn are harvested
and no touch of frost.
About one-half yield of potatoes is

reported.

Mr. G. L. Bartlett of Oldtown is visiting his sister, Mrs. Etta Bean.
Mrs. S. J. Perry of Dorchester, Mau.,

visiting friends here.
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Holt and little son
of Neponset, Mass., are visiting Mrs.
Catherine Holt.
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Austin, accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Bartlett, went on a carriage drive to tbe
White Mountains laat week.
Mr. E. A. Cross of Bridgton attended
Bethel fair and visited at C. M. Kimball's last week.
Mrs. G. N. Sanborn and little daughter
of South Paris are visiting her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Kimball.
is

The general impression given by th< 1
result seems to be that it brings resub
mission of the prohibitory amendment ι

step

Verrill.

visiting his brother, Alton

see a

local option law in sight It is pointed
out that the Democrats in the legislature
will vote solidly for resubmission, and
that a number of Republican resub
for the
misaionists were nominated
legislature. These seers fail to take into
account that the Republican reeubmissionists were mostly nominated in the
citiee, and were defeated. Nevertheless
it is undoubtedly true thata strong effort
toward resubmission will be made next
winter, and it is by no means outside the
bounds of possibility that the necessary
two-thirds of the legislature may be secured. It ia well enough to be prepared
to face the issue when it cornea.

According to the way la which the applications for non-reeident banting

licenses are coming in at the office of the
island fisheries and game there will be
•omething doing in the Maine woods
this fall. Many bird licensee have already been received, and a significant
fact ia oonnectioa with the work of leaning the licensee ia that the bird licenses
which give the hanter a right to kill

East Brownfield.

The Congregational Circle met with
Mrs. John Hoagdon last week.
Dr. W. G. Stickney was a recent guest
at the Stickney homestead.
Charles
Stickney and wife are now visiting there.
William Leavitt, Jr., and family have
closed their summer home here and returned to Portland.
The W. C. T. U. held a very interesting meeting at the Stickney cottage last
Friday afternoon.
Miss Ruth King of Boston has been at
Mr. A. F. Johnson's during the past !
week.
Schools opened in town Sept 10.
An unsuccessful attempt to enter L. R.
Giles' store was made * few nights ago
by some person unknown.
ffcl

Π·

last fall waa large, bat the indlcationa ■nest Mason's Sept 12.
that aa increase will be shown this
Died Sept lath, the infant sod of Mr.

are

ihiob(

and Mrs. ▲. D. Littlehale,

Thursday.
Cynthia Bisbee went to
Sunday to visit her cousin,

West Paris
Mrs. Austin
there
she
Whitman. From
expects to
go to South Paris.
Mrs. Victoria Bonney is receiving a
visit from her granddaughter, Lizzie

privilege but a duty.
Mrs. W. A. Bunting has been very ill
the past week with typhoid fever, contracted in Riohmond, Quebec, where she
has resided. At present writing it is
hoped the crisis has been favorably passed. Dr. R. Tibbetts is the attending
physician and Miss Grace Goodall of
Portland, a trained nurse, is caring for

the News office for some months, has
returned to bis home.
Rev. C. N. Gleaaon and family have
returned from a pleasant vacation at
Cliff Island.
Mrs. Ira Jordan and Miss Annie Gross
bave been ohosen delegates to the state
W. C. T. U. Convention which meets in
Dexter, Sept. 18, 19, 20.

Greenwood.
Almost tbe middle of September and
not a leaf seared by frost as yet, and
every day tbe bees are searching tbe
flowers for tbe tiny drops of nectar that
still linger there.
If it is naughty of us we hope to be
forgiven, but somehow we cannot help
feeling just a little elated to know that
the other fellows are elected to etop out
for two years longer at least.
And now they tell us that William Jennings Bryan is proving himself to be "a
ghost that won't down," and in two
years from now he will be found a power
to be reckoned with. But then two years
is quite a space of time, and no one
knows precisely what may turn up bofore it gets here.
Our managing director is still at work
in Oxford, running the retorts in the
corn factory.
Last Monday he got off
long enough to come up to Locke's Mills
and vote, but found the polls closed and
consequently was counted out. As good
fortune would have it, however, the resuit was all the same.
Floyd Morgan, who was at work in the
corn factory at the Pond, went on the
sick list and is now at his boarding
bouse threatened with rheumatic fever.
To-day, Thursday, his father, Edgar
Morgan, and his sister, Mrs. K. L. Dunham, have gone over to see about removing him home.
Charles Dunham and wife of West
Bethel visited at the Bennett place last
week, thence to Mechanic Falls, and
finally to Massachusetts, where they
have relatives with whom they intend to
stop several weeks.
This morning the wind blew from tbe
south with every
indication of rain
which is much needed. Now the sun
shines again and no proepect of rain at
present. "All signs fail in a dry time."
Since writing tbe above locale Mrs.
Dunham has returned home and reports
finding her brother too sick to be moved
and bis father has stopped there to assist
in caring for him.

NEVER

SHOULD

Mi-o-na is

as

unlike the ordinary pep-

light

sin digestive tablet as the electric
is more valuable than a tallow dip.

Mio-na cures indigestion or stomach trouble by strengthening and regulating the
whole digestive system, thus enabling
the organs to take care of the food you
eat without any distress or discomfort.
Use Mi-o-na for a few days and the
nervousness, sleeplessness, general debility and weakness, backache, loss of appetite, headache and other ills that are
caused by indigestion will be banished

and you will feel well all oyer.
Mi-o-na makes positive and lasting
absolute
cures and is sold under an

good quality but not equal
quantity to some previous years.
Thursday evening at nine o'clock

at
the residence of the bride the marriage
Davis
of Mrs. Fannie Bisbee and Mr.
Lovejoy was solemnized, Rev. F. SchoonA few intimate friends
over officiating.
Mr. and
were the only guests present.
Mrs. Lovejoy left on the eleven o'clock
train for a short wedding trip. Their
many friends wish them many years of

Vote for

Martin,

Melcher,

Rumfonl
Martin's

482

375

majority, 107.

Rep.

Hebron

Norway

Oxford,
Stearns'

majority, 59.

609

550

Dyer,
Bep.

Brldgbam,

Paris
Milton Plantation
365.

Young,
Bep.

77

185
—138
110
152

116
104
G4
57

725

418

Young'· majority, 307.
Gleason,
Bep.
100
Canton,
201
Dlxfleld.
102
Hartfora
197
Mexico,
Peru

Sumner,

505

Emerson's

.145

Dem.
50
63
91
30
28
20
146
54

605

*482

majority, 123.

aged 4 days. ing the rond machins boue.

Hopkins

hard to beat.

are

5

TUBEE MINUTE CLASS.

S β

........

Carolyn
Klngsown,
Autobon,...................
Time, 2 .·27 1 -3,2 «7,2 .-24 1-4

Smiley's are guaranteed
styles are already selling at

3.25

Monk of North Bnckfield.

Miss Mabel

from $10.00 to $20.00.

Wrappers

best in make,

fit, style and

....

colors.

The new fall

$1.00, $1.25 and $1.50

Special.

One lot of suits that we carried over from last year that are as good as
at a great bargain.
except style. These were $10.00 to $16.00, now $4.98

4*5°

new

Furnisher,

FrlxleS., J. N. Metcalf
Dr. Ide, J. N. Foas
But-ber Boy, J. B. Morrill

Murphjr

h
v,nifi,J
n™«°TJ. N.
March
Dona,
Time, 2 ."27 1-2,2 .-25 I t, 2 ."24 1-4.

Norway

and
ON

-

20.

The Society has made arrangements for a Larger and
They have
Better Exhibition than ever before.

built ten

new

improved

box stalls and

their

and

buildings

stalls are engaged for
every one
horses. They expect five hundred entries for neat stock and
large entries for swine, sheep and poultry, and the exhibition
of the

one

hundred and

ten

5

4 dr
"2 2"
5 4
433

dining

afternoon of the first

day.

Special trains will leave South Paris depot going
on

the Grand Trunk at 6 p.

east and west

furniture $2,000.
iotal Insurance Is but $2,000. The
>f the fire la unknown.

The

from

school of business training in the state
of Maine. To all graduates of the combined

equipped

we guarantee a position or refund
one-half of the tuition money. Find employ-

course

by which student* can pay board while attending school. Send for illustrated catalogue.
Address, BUSS BUSINESS COLLEGE, Uwlitoa. Mt
ment

P.

F.

A. MIUBTLEFF 4 CO.

HUUBTLtlf

A.

*

vu.

Styles.

Now Fall

In. the
We have

just received » large assortment of
Ladles' Hand Bags, ....
Ladies' Wallets,
Gentlemen's Wallets and Bill Books,
Combination Change and Bill Wallets,
Purses,
Card Cases,
Letter

Make your selections while the

to

$12.

B.

Men experienced in running dowel machines
and
Ί and birch saws will find steady employment

good wages by applying to
C. B. CUMMINQS & SONS,

as-

=

SUITS

J Maine.

SUMMER STORE—PARIS HILL,
p.

a.

r.

iHCBTUsrr * eo.

We have

a

a.

ihvbtleff * co.

S. B. & Z. S. Prince's?
6 White Eton Suits for

the

nice line of

Ready-to-wear
HATS

$2.50.

thing for the

fair.

All Wool Suite that have been $10.00, $12.50,
$14.00, $15.00 are marked $5.00 to close.

$16.00, $17.00, $19
$8.00.

Thoae that have been
and

$25.00

now

00,

Just
$13.50,
$22.00

The Skirts Alone Are Worth This Amount.

Veils, Gloves, Etc.
MBS. E. A. HOWE,

SOUTH PARIS,

=

AT

oanse

Sawyer is teaching in Allen District
Mr. and Mrs. Cyras DeCosta of Hoi*
«•TO CURE A FELON"
brook, Mass., and Mr. and Mr*. Warren
Lotbrop of West Sumner, called at lays 8am Kendall of Phillipsburg, Kan.,
Harry Buck's, O. D. Warren's, 8. E. 'just cover It over with Buoklea's Aral·
< sa Salve and the Salve will do the rest."
Briggs' and I. Turner's Friday.
A dance at O. D. Warren's Friday < iuiokest cure for Burns, Bolls, Sore·,
ι ioalds, Wonnds, Piles, Xcsema, Salt
night
Win Cook has hired Will Cooper's : Sheum, Chapped Hands, Sore Feet and
build- Farm for a /ear. Mr. Cooper Is going to I tore Eyes. Only 26c. at F. A. Shurtleff
'< k Co,'· drag store, Guaranteed.
I move Into Mary Farm's net

Bemls, Me.

Have You Heard About the

F. A.SHURTLEFF& CO.

j

MAINE.

Men Wanted.

AT THE PHARMACIES OF

» Stores,

FOSTER,

NORWAY,

At

25c. to 14.00
25c. to 95.00
25c. to $5.00
25ο. to 91.50
2c. to 50c.
25c. to 92.00
50c. to 92.00
25c. to 91.00
91.00 to 94.00

Books,

Cigar Cases,
Travelling Cases
New Goods In the Latest Style.
sortment la complete.

$5

H.

m.

BUSINESS COLLEGER

unusually

and taste put into the garments and to the honest tailoring.
Boys' Russian, Norfolk and other styles of suits for little
fellows, $2 to $6.
Boys' long trouser suits all grades

W. J. WHEELER, President.
W. 0. FROTHINGHAM, Sec.

2 35 Class.

BOYS' FALL SUITS.

fine assortment of new suits to show you.
Outside appearance and inside worth distinguish XtragooD
This superiority is due to
from all other boys' clothing.
the better value of the woolens and linings, to the style

An

The
of agricultural implements will be better than ever.
from
fair
the
exhibited
is
be
to
that
stock
of
herd
during
Auburn, Mass., is worth the expense of any farmer in this
Good accom·
county to see. Reduced rates on railroads.
and victualing.
modations for
Baby show in the

8

1 ι ι
.8 2 2
2 3 3
5 4 4
4 5 5

18 -19

Sept.

."β

2 .*29 Class.

on

Many other styles

At

00

$18.00

.......

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.

Paris

South

The Bethel Fair.

18,000, and

plait

cuffs,
front,

well made, well trimmed, strong

Rockport,

for a few days.
E. P. Phllbrook is foreman on

Jane

quote

Department

ON ITS GROUNDS BETWEEN

The first of the fairs in Oxford County
was that of the Riverside Driving Park
Association of Bethel, last Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday. The track
at Bethel is one of the best in the state,
and some of the best horses from tho
state fair were taken directly to Bethel.
The races were thus about the fastest
and best ever seen there, and caused
great excitement.
The display of stock and farm products
was about as usual.
The result of the racee was as follows:

given

Norway

Suit and Coat

jGregg)

Sept. 10, tanght by Miss Josephine

Furs

Our

Annual Exhibition
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509
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WILL HOLD ITS 64lli

Dem.
69
169
12
32
4
19
4
49
19
19
2
7

110
26»
37
Byron,
20
υ (trad
6
Grafton,
37
Hanover
9
Mason,
19
Newry
34
Koxbury,
17
Upton
6
Lincoln Plantation,
Magalloway Plantation,.. 5

Jennie V.,
W en tovor
Northland

workmanship

Telephone 106-3.

Thurston,

Wight,
Bep.

Andover
Betbel

also

Blchardson,

74
71
77
3>)
54
92

Waterford
Woodstock,

31 Market

73

805

prices of
popular

we

F. PLUMMER,

J.

Ill

Gleaeon's majority, 300.
Emerson,
Bep.
62
Albany
Stow
Sweden

are

before,

and serviceable.

Dem.

97
...108

Greenwoo*'
Stonebam,

t

Goodwin,

65
136
62
79

Denmark

These suits

Dem.

ever

Are

The best

♦♦Boyproof" Double Breast Suit·, $2.50, 4.00,
$2.50 and
"Boyproof" Norfolk Suits,
Children's Vestee Suits,
$3*75 t0

Noble,

131

interesting than

from.

select

to

few of the

which

*355

720

South Paris.

SUITS

123
207
25

far more

early buyer gets
styles

pick.

go first.
Below

Dem.

155
584
17

Buckfleld,

Dyer's majority,

343
169

are

Skirts of black and blue armure, 7 gores, cluster of plaits in front, very full,
$3.98
Skirts of black and blue Panama, two box plaits in front, back and on each
$1.98
..........
aide,
Skirts of Broadcloth in blue and black, 7 gores, inverted plaits on each seam,
$5.9s
.........
very full,
Skirts of black melrose, 9 gores, box plaits inserted at knees, very stylish, $0.50
Skirts of black chiffon Panama, triple box plaits, back, front and Hides, $8.50
The above mentioned are only a few of the large line that we have to eelect

JACKSON,

clothing

The

from.

Dem.
41
389
120

quality.

New Skirts.
styles

Styles are modeled after the
Is filled with goods that are very attractive.
best and latest fasnions.
Suits of cheviot in black and blue, plain filled coat 34 inches long, light satin
$20 00
lining, circular skirt with two box plaits in front and back,
Suits in mixtures of herring-bone weave, coat 25 inches long, seam fitted,
$10.50
satin lined, skirt has double box plait in front and back,
Suits of black and blue cheviot, 22 inch coat, satin lined, tight fitting, ban
braid around neck and
straps back and front, collarless, with velvet and fancy
in front and back, finished with two straps in
skirt has double box

a

97

The

as

by far the most attractive line we have ever had.
We have the Fox, Blended Muskrat, Opossum, Squirrel, Japanese Miuk and
12 50 to $-0 00
Wolf,

Kimball,

Stearns,

far

Now is the time to get
your boys ready for school.
We have a superb line of

the

Dem.

Be p.

First-clasa

Good square piano.
condition. A bargain.
A. H.

one u

please.

For 5ale.

school

Representatives.

Opening

Goods

concerned.
almost mlracand
performed
every
ia
and
aloua curea
today recognised by
new things from the importer and manufacwith
is
crowded
medical
of
tbe
profes- department
leading members
A visit to this Dry Goods Department Store combines profit and
sion as the only advertised remedy for turer.
tbis disease that can be relied npon to do pleasure.
jost what it claims.
Coats
Until recently yonr physician wonld
have said tbe only way to cure catarrh
Of the latest styles and colors that will please, in covert, broadcloth and
of
climate,
would be to have a change
94.08 to $18.00
........
checks,
but now with Hyomei yon can carry a
The Bear-akin Coat for the children is a great favorite, from $2.98 to $5.98,
veat
in
climate
pocket
your
health-giving
lioe to select from, in red, grey and white.
and byoreatning it a few minutea four excellent
A large line of Rain Coats just arrived.
times a day, cure youraelf.
The Hyomei treatment ia simple and
Our New Waists
easy to use. It destroys all catarrh
enrichea
and
air
is a strong point for you to consider.
in
tbe
that
if
for
Fit
as
made
paasagee
you,
germs
and purifiea the blood with ozone. When
of stylish design of madras, front has 0 deep plaits and neat detachable
Waists
$1.49
using Hyomei the air you breathe will collars, a fine waist for
seem like that on tbe mountaina, high
$1 <jg
tailor made, an excellent waist for
of
Waists
linen,
pure
above tbe aea level.
Waists of fine quality Taffeta silk, front has 04 fine tucks with silk buttons,
A complete Hyomei outfit costs but
.....
11.00, extra bottles, 60c. If it does not back has 4 clusters of fine tucks, price
give you satisfaction, P. A.,8hurtleff &
Goods
Dress
Our
Department
You run
Co. will refund your money.
The latno risk whatever in taking thia reliable
Is by far the most attractive we have ever called your attention to.
treatment.
est materials are collected from the importer. Do you want something for comThe
prices will
mon wear, medium or fine, the advantages are equally as good.

BEADV FOU SCHOOL.

happiness.
Quite a party of invited guests went to
Norway Wednesday to attend the wedding of Miss Marguerite Finney and Mr.
Cowan of Norway.
The Bethel corn shop is running at i's
full capacity.

Dry

advantages to you are
Beyond any previous
Cloaks, Suits, Furs, Wrappers, Waists, Dress Goods

Hyomei baa

in

was of

FOUR

TREATMENT

DAT AMD BE CUBED.

TIMES A

▲ hearty meal should give a tense of
gratification and comfort. It should
If yon have
never annoy or distress.
after
discomfort
eating,
and
indigestion
it shows that your digestive organs are
weakened and they cannot properly care
for the food which has been swallowed.
If yon cannot eat and digest with pleasare and comfort three good square,
hearty meals each day, yon need to use
Mi-o-na stomach tablets, and you should
go to F. A. Sburtleff à Co.'s for a box at
once.

Β TOM EI

A

TAKE

ΑΧ-

guarantee that the money will be refunded unless the remedy cures. Ask
held
three
was
fair
Bethel
The
days F. A. Shurtleff A Co. to show you the
and the usual social dance was given in
guarantee they give with every 50c. boi
Odeon Hall. The display in the hall of Mi-o-na.

Brownfleld,
Bonney of Buckfield.
Mr. and Mrs. John Knowlton and Fryeburg,
Hiram
daughter Carrie of Strickland's Ferry re- Lovell
cently spent a few days with Mr. and Porter
Mrs. Freeman Farrar.
Mrs. Ella Bonney is receiving a visit
from her sister, Mrs. Arno Austin, and
two children, of Peru.
Quite a delegation have gone from
here to South Paris to attend the Baptist
Association.
The number of votes received by the
different candidates in the contest for
the outline quilt made by the ladies of
the Baptist Circle are as follows: Hazel
Packard, 130; Rena Hammond, 340; Ella
Bonney, 003; Delia Andrews, OOS; MinThere was a little
nie Jewett, 1043.
mure money sent in after the contest
was closed, making the amount received for the quilt, $20.84.

MEAL

ΝΟΥ OB DI8TBE89.

1 l 2 1
Northland Logic, Wm. Gregg
4 2 1 2
Warwick Boy, Ε. N. Hutchfna,
2 8 3 8
The Commodore, D. W. Morse
3 444
Lady Loandy, Dyer Small
5 555
Chazy Belle, 8. L. Daras
2
:X
2
2
.-23
2
3-4.
.-25
1-4,
Time,
3-4, 30,
2 .-26 Class.
(Ulead.
1 1 1
AlcLaymont, II. 8. Hastings,
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Bennett were in Gaalbrht,
I i
F. O. Walker".
4 3 4
*"· H· TlbbëtU
Fortland Saturday.
JieeJf,r·
3 4 5
Mrs. Forbes and daughter Myra went Rdu L., W. B. 8t°»«,.
5 5 8
Elsie Lamolne, R. C. Jordan
to Portland Saturday morning returning
Time, 2 .-23 1-4, 2 Λ2 1-2, 2 :27.
in the evening.
2 .-21 Class, Trot and I'aco.
Mrs. E. R. Bennett went to Norway
1 1 2 1
Leila Wilkes, (Nelson)
Sunday.
4 3 13
Rosamond, (Hideout)
2 2 3 2
Mr. J. E. Richardson and John Wat- Donnle, (Nelson),
s 4 4 4
!/Vrreault)
Ivan,
son were in Berlin Sunday.
2:23 1-4, S r23 1-4, 2 .-2114,2 ΛΙ12.
Time,
Wm. Arsenault has moved into the A.
Free-For-All.
people. Old Oxford B. Lary bouse with wife and a family of
Ravenna Wllke·, (Morrill),...8 3 2 1 8 1 1
five children.
i 0 1 2 4 3 2
General
Mrs. J. E. Richardson's mother and JoeV. Flske, (Nevers),
1 4 4 3 2 3 4
Nelson,
Hebron.
4 0 3 4 1 4 3
sister, Mrs. and Miss Watson, of Port- Cousin Mitg, (Morrill)
Mrs. Ida Tuttle from Massachusetts
3:16
i:18 1-2, 2:20 1-2.
8:18
3-4,
14,
2:17,
Time,
land, are visiting her for a week.
2.21 1-2,2:24.
is visiting ber aunt, Mrs. W. A. Bartlett.
Quite a number from town attended
Mr. J. E. Bartlett of Boston has been the fair at Bethel
2-Year-Old Race.
Wednesday.
2 1 1
spending a few days with his parents.
Redna, (Twaddle)
Gilead went Democratic 22 to 20.
"l « 3
(Twaddle)
Mr. and Mr·. Isaac Glover have been
Sedellna,
Church services will be changed the Gooseberry Wilkea, (Foster)
8 8 2
relatives
here.
visiting
first of October from 2 p. m. to 10:30
Time, 1 55 1-2,1 .-«J 1-4,1 ^2 1-J.
Mrs. Florence Dunham Finkham of A. M.
STARVING TO DEATH.
Newton, Maes., and her children, have
returned home.
East Waterford.
Because her stomach was so weakened
Mrs. Fred Sturtevant is in Portland
The following teachers
have been by useless dragging that she could not
for a few weeks.
secured for the fall schools:
eat, Mrs. Mary H. Walter», of 8t. Clair
Mr. Augustus Bumpus is out again
No. 1—Blanche FarwelL
St., Colnmbus, O., was literally starving
No. 2-Enimle Younsr.
and it is hoped all danger is past.
to death. She writes: "My stomach was
No. 3—Not yet HunpIieU.
The academy opened Tuesday with
so weak from useless drags that I could
No. 4— Ml·· Rawlins of Bethel.
the usual large number of students.
5—
No.
Buth Chadbourne of North Brldgton.
not eat, and my nerves so wrecked that
No. 7—M re. Maude S*nborn.
Although there is accommodation for No.
I could not sleep; and not before I wm
8— Bessie Haggett of 8outh Paris.
over 200 many were turned away for
No. 1ft—Maude Dresser and Ida B. Holt.
up to die was I induced to try
lack of room, showing the great need of
lectrio Bitters; with the wonderful reHarry W. Hill finished work for Wila dormitory for boys.
sult
that
improvement began at onoe,
liam H. Chadbourne the 8th. He will
The distriot schools began this week
to South Paris to work for the Mason and a complete cure followed." Best
go
and the out of town teachers have returnhealth Tonlo on earth. SOo. Guaranteed
Manufacturing Co.
ed to their work in various places.
Mrs. G. A. Miller's two nephews of by F. A. Shurtleff & Co., druggists.
Hartland have been spending three
The body of John Karlson, a sailor I
Brownfleld.
weeks with her.
who disappeared from a schooner at the
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Moulton, forMr. and Mrs. George Cutting and child
in Portland about three weeks |
merly residents of this town, now of of South Paris are guests of Mrs. Cut- wharfwas found in the dock
badly decomago,
Boston, are in thie vicinity on their ting's aunt, Mrs. H. 0. Rolfe.
It Is supposed that he fell in I
vacation.
Mrs. Alton Ames returned Saturday posed.
to go on board the sohooner 1
Rev. Dr. Tarr and family are spending from a visit to her old home in Denny·· while trying
in the dark.
their vacation at
Mass.
ville.
Sehoole commenced in this village
An aunt of Mrs. Will Emery's it visitWELL WORTH TRYING.
Monday. Teacher* Mr. Storer and Jesse ing her.
W. H. Brown, the popular pension
Rowe.
B.
who
in
has
been
Joseph
Patterson,
of Pltfafield, Vt., says: "Next
E. L. Frink of Portland was at his old poor health for some years, was taken attorney
to a pension, the beet thing to get is Dr.
home Monday.
worse
suddenly
Monday, passing away King's New Life Pills.He writes:
A heavy thunder storm Sunday night. (he 13th. He was about 30 years of
age.
In splendid
Mr. and Mrs. I. M. Linscott went to He leaves a widow, father and sister, "They keep my family
health."
Quick cure for Headaehe,
Portland in their auto.
Mrs. Ida Gammon.
26o
Constipation and Biliousness.
George Row· is in very poor health.
Guaranteed at F. A. Shurtleff A Co.'s
West Buclcfleld.
store.
Mason.
Miss Edith Barrett of Barrett, who irag
The Bass Rook House at Kennebunk
Mrs. Edward C. Uhlman and two ohll- passed last week with her cousins at Hill
Beach burned to the ground on the
dren returned from their visit in Massa- Farm, returned to her home Saturday.
School commenoed in Prince District svenlng of the 8th. Loss on building,
chusetts Tuesday.

The Hastings Brothers have pnt a
B. F. Nsvers has been visiting at Nor- crew into the woods cutting pnlp timber.
way for a few days.
A
Born Sept. 8th, to the wife of A. D.
game birds and animals during their reparty from here attended the Sherbrooke fair last week.
spective open season prior to October Littlehale, a son.
Quite a number from here attended
F. X. Gowell has recently sold a cow.
first, are aa a rule accompanied by an
the Bethel fair thla week.
I. B. Field has bought three cows.
application for the Uceaae which permita
the
seathe huoting of biggame when
A. D. Andrews has bought a horse,
They have oommenced on the road
ι
son shall open. The number of nonMr. and Mrs. Hiram Llnsoott and little machine bonse.
Marion R. Bean is visiting in Paris and
reaident hunters which came to Maine son Ralph from South Paris, called at j
PI ΟΠΟ rvm.

▲ HEABTY

the patient.
Mr. N. R. Springer and f am il ν have
returned from an outing at Falmouth
Poreside.
Seminary.
Mr. Robert Blsbee has returned from
The Woman's Christian Temperance
Union met with their president, Mrs. A. Brunswick where he has been doing
W. Pottle. A profitable meeting was ipeciâl laboratory work and will soon go
south for the winter and later to the
enjoyed. Six members were present.
The anticipated concert to be given in Philippines.
Mr. Farr, who bas been employed in
the Methodist church Wednesday even-

visit. Mr. Bates expects to come later,
and their son, Theodore, who has been
spending the most of the summer w!Itb
bis grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. L. L.
Bates, will return with them.
Last week the corn shop was rushed
to handle the quantity ready for them.
The following list of boarders are at J. 1 ing, Sept. 20, by the Schubert Quartette
F. Reed's during the coming season : Mr of South Paris, is awakening an encourEd Doten, Lewiston; James Manual, I aging interest and a good attendance is
Frank Dixon, Clwence I expected.
ρ Ε Island;
Your correspondent, Mr. Gilbert TilBailey. Fred McCarty, Steve OBrion.
Lorn, T. Murphy. Mr. E. D. St" I ton, continues in feeble health, and this
week felt hardly able to furnish the
well is also taking meals there
Democrat with his usual contributions.
the absence of Mrs. Stllwell.
Mrs. Harriett Damon has returned to
Mrs. Almeda Richardson of
is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. U. her home on Elm Street after several
months' absence in Norway and Sumner.
C. Churchill, for two or three weeks
Miss Anna Heath has been the guest
Mrs F. 11. Packard and son Fran* are ι
visiting for a couple of weeks in Massa-1 of her old friend and teacher, Mrs. Emma
Jewett, for the past ten days.
Mrs. Ο. Π. Hersey and daughter of
Cobb, Mrs. Geo. W.
with
ry, Mrs. R. T. Flavin, Mr and Mra. C. Portland, having spent a few weeks
r·
Morton
**· I their
friends, Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Warand Mr. and Mrs.
ren, returned to their home the past
Wyman attended the Oxford
week.
Association at South Paris last week.
Misses Hazel and Dorothy Atwood of
Mrs. S. T. White visited a few days
last week with her sister, Mrs. Austin, Portland and Mrs. Helen Lyon of Rumat South Paris. Mrs. White's injured ford Falls are visiting their grandparents,
Master
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Atwood.
Atwood Lyon, a great-grandson, is in
Taw» »riwd
town Thursday of last week and went to the company.
J R. Tucker's. She will remain m this
West Sumner.
locality for a short visit, returning then I
There was a dance in Proctor Hall
to Ontario, California.
!
Mr W. H. Pratt and Mr. Will Berry Wednesday night.
Geo. West has gone to New Gloucester
have put running water Into their houses
A nice spring was I to visit bis brother.
on Pioneer Street.
Mrs. James Hasey of South Paris was
purchased of Mrs. Battle B. Mooney and
the pipe was run under the nttNMla
I in town Wednesday.
Mrs. Oscar Chandler is ill with slow
across the river, a distance of 115 rods,
to the houses. Mr. Leon Berry came up bilious fever.
Emily Steteon has returned to Bethel
from Norway to do the plumbing in
to resume her studies in Gould Academy.
both houses.
Mrs. Thursa Crockett has gone to
Mrs. Alfreda Perry, who has been for
about two months at Bethel with her Canton to visit her brothers.
Mrs. Πβίβη Chandler, who is ill with
daughter, Mrs. Bosserman, returned to
sciatica, is gaining as fast as can be exI D. H. Fideld's last week.
pected. She is able to sit up.
F. II. Brown and E. G. Doble made
Bryant'· Pond.
into. the the trip to Kumford Falls and back
Sumner Sessions is

SIMPLE CATARRH REMEDY.

SOMETIMES IT DOES)

The fanerai of Μη. W. D. Hastings
mi held it the M. E. church Sunday,
the 9th, Ret. Mr. Sohoonover officiating.
The Sunset Lodge of Rebekahs attended
ind their impressive service was read at
the close of the regular services.
Monday was a bnsy day for men who
believe the right to vote is not only a

MAINE.

^SÎxcmJ

(jïlîtyi/

PORTLAND, BANOOR AND AUGUSTA.
QuranUe·, bj Its Poatire Position Guaranty, aucceaa to the graduate·
rwMirtlli· Cow··. Write for pwtiooUrt. P. L. SHAW, Preddent.

of it·

The ΦχίανΑ grautxL

SOÛTH_PABIS.

Mr. and Mrs. L. W.

children of Samner
at South Pari·.

are

Alonzo Freeman Lewie.
Atonio Freeman L«wl·, wbo

Hollti and tw

viaiting relative •

Miss Eva E. Walker returned Saturda
from her vacation trip to visit her sii
ter in Ilion, Ν. Y.

from destruction by fire daring th<
disastrous conflagration which
SOUTH PARIS ΡΟβΤ OFUcI.
at Fryeburg on the 31et alt., died at thi >
7:30 A. M. to 7 31) P. M.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. B. Russell of Leed ■ Maine General Hospital, Portland, »
0Λ1* Uuur» :
URA.Nl) ΓΚί'Ν Κ RAILWAY.
Center, formerly of this place, are visil 3;3o a. m., the following day. Mr
Lewis was one of Fryeburg's best knowi >
ing relatives here.
Commencing June 17, li*>6,
anc
F. H. Noyes Co.'s stores will be ope j and moet highly respected citizen.,
ΤΚΑΪΝ8 LKAVK SOUTH PARIS
his death saddens a wide circle of friend
G
fair.
the
tiret
of
the
two
9:44
Α.
51
A.M.,
dally:
evenings
M.,
i.ultu !own en»)—»
He was b°rn li people who come from out of town cai ι the Androscoggin River in Milan, an<
and acquaintances.
4SM r. M., (tally; CiH»»·. to them for your clothing needs.
«ily o*cept Sun.tay;
do their shopping Friday afternoon a ι perhaps beyond there the Connecticu
East Conway, a hamlet In the
sun ι·ν «"ν
River. Nominally it was a route to thi
Mrs. C. M. Webber, who has been a t town of Conway, Ν. Η.,
well as Saturday or Monday.
07 A. *·, dally ; 3
T.U.,
Λ>1ηί up
"I (west)-10|„.M
bow*
10SB A. Mrs. C. H. Clifford's for a few week:
The village schools commenced 01 ι Kennebec River, being sometimes calle<
1SS4 being the son of Jacob and Ablgat
Road to Hallo well;" but
has returned to her home in Portland.
Jun'l»y >«ly.
(Coolbroth) Lewis. He was educated Monday. The attendance is very larg 5 "The Coos
CHCKCHKS.
southeast of Wilton, that route would b
of his uativetowr in each grade.
schools
in
the
public
a
t
festival
chorus
of
the
Rehearsal
Rev. A. K. Bald·
inr*t congregational Church,
The members of the W. R. C. will giv< j through territory already well settled
and in Fryeburg Academy, fitting foi
I reaching services, 10 45 A. M. and Highland Cottage this Monday evening
had no claim t<
at the latter institution and \i a harvest dinner and supper Thursda; by roads which really
T. P. 8. C. E. All who bave the
college
ar
5
Chorus
; Sunday School 12meeting
Hallelujah
on Tuesday
eiamina noon and evening at 0:30 o'clock at G the name.
1858 successfully taking
'iii,. ν Church prayer uot otherwise
it.
to
briog
con
requested
«"nit at 7 '0 o'clock. All,
Any account of the road would be in
tions for admission to both Dartmoutb À. R. Hall. This is done by the Corp ι
A false report has been traveling abou t and Bowdoin Colleges. A weakneee o! annually and is one of the good times ο f complete unless something was said ο
Clifford. Pastor.
the conditions which produced it, bu
town that the admission to the fair ha< I the eyes obliged him, much to his sor the season.
been raised to tifty cents. The admis row to forego the pursuit of his scholasHorace Pike has charge of the repai r the events of that time are so closely re
Meeting 6 15 P. M. :
|Tm H-wortli League7 M
tic education beyond the course prepar* work being done on the S. N. Buck placi > lated that it is bard to select a startinf
meet- sion is 35 cents, as it was last year.
prayer meeting classP. *.; prayer
Part of the tw< t point.
meeting, Friday
to his matriculation for college, but on Deering Street.
evening;
tory
to
to
Boston
C. Freelaud Penley goes
For present purposes perhaps it is bee
sheds has been moved, and the building ι
bis love of learning was so
Mrs.
Wallace
bis
J.
Chesbro,
to
meet
Manley
daughter,
Church, Rev.
day
The nei r to begin with the time when the Massa
so enduring that it may with almost will be shingled and painted.
service 10:45 a. who sails for
oi
the
J*?',. on Sunday.12preaching
19th,
Madras, India,
Υ. Ψ. SC. Β 6:45 p.
said that he was a printing block will not be built unti I chusetts authorities began to aurve;
an Sch>ol
This is Mrs. Man literal exactness be
Τ :3υ P. st. ; W ednesday even- the steamer Devonian.
land ahead of the immediate demand
Fond ofbooks, and another season.
; prit ver meeting
All are ley's fourth trip to India.
Mr. Manie] ! student all his life.
Seat* free.
7:30.
service
rayer
0. L. Stone's little boy was quite bad Before that date, those who intended ti
«electing for his reading, those books
is already there.
had selected their lands al
embody the work of the bes ly wounded in the throat and moutt purchase
ralvcr*allel Church, Rev. J. H. Little, Pastor
at 10:45 a. m
°
Advertised letters in South Paris posl standard writers, he kePl
while playing with a ruler Saturday. Hi ) most anywhere they wished. This lef
nl« -ervlce every Sunday
School at 13 M. Evening service, 7 office Sept. 17th:
the
irregularly shaped pieoes of the less de
is rapidly recovering.
times in all that
r. *·
Will Noble, for some time assistant a t sirable land, and was a prolific source oi
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one, but on Thursday evening the young in the afternoon, and was found dea< 1 relatione with those from whose viewi
the road wherever the land was decentl]
couple gave a reception to the members when Mr. and Mrs. Saund »rs returned t > on politics he dissented. He always felt
fit for cultivation. In No. 5 (Weld) ant
of the South Paris and Norway Epworth
in political affairs, and
an interest
Justice* Appointed.
the house about 5 o'clock. Death re
in No. 8 (Byron), the settlers were di
I-eagues. About sixty were present and suited from one shot of a 32-calibre rc though he never sought office and nevet
Governo
made
nominations
by
Among
1884
rectly interested in the road; but in No
a most enjoyable evening passed. Daintj
aspired to prominence, be was into thf Cobb last week are the following:
volver in the left breast.
4 most of them lived in the westeri
refreshments were served. The young
The family say that Mrs. Everett ha ι chosen as an alternate delegate
Trial Justice—Arthur E. MorrUon, Bumfon
part while the road passed through thi
couple will reside in Augusta, and th« shown signs of mental disturbance sine 8 Republican National Convention whicb Fall·.
Lovell.
eastern; in No. β they were nearly all ii
best wishes of many friends go witt the death of her hueband two year· age
Notary Public—Cyras K. Chapman,
nominated James G. Blaine for president
No:
I
Juetloe of the Peace—Charles P. Barnes,
the east, and far from the road in thi
tolerant
and
broad
them to their new home.
was
he
In religion
1
So we find thi
corner.
way; Arthur K. Morrison, Rumford Fall·;
south-westerly
a member of tb<
was
he
For
B. Penley, Locke'· Mill·.
many years
Fred H. Allen, former station agent a t
of No. 8 asking, in 1810, for a ta:
The Forest Carnival, nnder the auspiwhen
people
but,
church,
■
Congregational
from injurie
on No. β, to repair the road through tha
ces of the Rebekahs, will be given at Cooper's Mill», died Friday
So
some 30 years ago, the New Church
Fire at Rumford Falls.
>>'ew Hall Wednesday and Thursday received the preceding night when h 0 cletv at
township. A tax of two cents per acn
was organized, he wai ι
Fryeburg
train ο „
so
<>ct. IT and 18. The sale will open al was knocked from an excartion
The livery «table of Caroeil Bros. 01 ι was granted », pyently without oppo
one of those who joined the latter
2:30 Wednesday afternoon and close al the Wiecaseet, Watervllle A Farmingto
of the society ι ι Lowell Street in Rumford Falls wa ι sition; bat, In 1822, when a simila
of 1 ^ ciety, be continuing one
the end οt the evening. A public sup Railroad while going at the rate
to the end of hii ι burned Saturday afternoon, the 8th
petition was presented from Weld abou
members
devoted
most
e
miles an hour near Weeks' Mill·. Η
Per will be served in G. A. R. Hall Wed
The horses and most of the carriage ι the road in No. 4, the wild land ownen
life.
ι
ιthe ground that the roac
nesday, at 6:30. A drama, "A Woman'· was standing on the steps of a passe
The funeral was held at the Nef were saved. Lou about 92600, Insured • objected on
happei
Honor," will be given Thursday evening ger coach when the accident old
afternoon a ί The roofs of near-by buildings wer s was not "laid out or established" io No
Tuesday
Church,
Fryeburg,
1
am
The cast, which will be published later ed. He -was about 38 years
4 "by virtue of any authority derive*
a
2 o'clock, Rev. Β. N. Stone, the pasto somewhat damaged.
contains some of our best talent and can leaves a widow. The injurie· include
from any Court of Sessions'." The oonr
of the church, officiating. The inter
Th<
a broken back.
not help but please the public.
granted the tax because the road "wi
Aefclej Fsst,
ment was in the family lot in the come
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committee· of the
werepublisbe<
sur
cut out by authority of the Leglslatun
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The
«
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West
only
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at
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tery
Mrs. "Herbert L. Swift
**' t of Massachusetts and has been travele<
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on the premise· Tuesday, Sep
* of
wed to take an interest in the affai: auction
aaid township for more thai
Calvin W
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above
brother,
«tool
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ι twenty-one yean lait past."
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County for State and County Officers, Sept. 10,1906.
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Attorney.

Senator.

Congressman.

Governor.
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62
126

271
132
164

37

9Θ

72

201
184
20
8
83
30
102
96
130
110
9

Grafton,

Greenwood,

Hanover,

Hartford,
Hebron,
Hiram,

Lovell,
Mason,
Mexico,
Newry,
Norway,
Oxford,
Paris,

213

32
385

176

643
07
152
35
485

Peru,

Porter,
Roxbnry,
Rumford,
Stoneham,

77

Stow,

167
76

3

129
12
112
63

1

2

117
32
4
81
18
55
41
120
64
4
121
36
350

100
20
8
84
30
06
07
133
121
0
206
32
382

3
1

107
205

1

3

7

5
12
8

2

10

52
67
18

176

523
96
153
34
400
77
32
00
54
18
03
147
0
5

371

32

54
18
06
144
6
5
17

20
18
142
63
2
7
25
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1

7

1

17
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62

1
1
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200
189
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8
82
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130
110
0
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33
380

1

57

1

42
120
62
4

1
1

121

5

2

36
345
100

5
12
8

206
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56
18

176

30

27

1
1

83
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143
40
2
7
25

2

1
2
1

176

52
67
18

367

17

32
108
54
18
06
150
6
6
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It1* a significant fact that the strongest animal of its size, the gorilla, also
bas the largest lungs. Powerful lungs
means powerful creatures. How to keep
the breathiug organs right should be
man's cbiefest study. Like thousands
of others, Mrs. Ora A. Stephens of Port
Williams, 0., has learned how to do this.
She writes: "Three bottles of Dr. King's
was
road
the
that
claimed
The plaintiff
New Discovery stopped my cougb of two
laid out by the state, to be kept in re- years and cured me of what my friends
held
court
The
alone.
the
state
pair by
thought consumption. 0, it's grand for
the tax illegal, and that the plaintiff was throat and lung troubles." Guaranteed
entitled to recover, because the road was by F. A. Shurtleff & Co., druggists.
not laid out by any court of sessions, Price 50c. and 11. Trial bottle free.

"but merely by

an

individual acting

under contract," thus disregarding the
fact that the "individual*1 derived his
authority from the same source as the
court of sessions, also the fact that the
road had been a public highway for
more than twenty years.
This technical victory of the wild land

immediately followed by a
petition headed by Enoch Lincoln, then
a member of Congress, and a resident of
Paris Hill, asking for a location beginning at the east line of No. 4 "on the
Coos Road so-called" thence through
No. 4, Weld, Berlin, No. 8, Andover,
Andover Surplus, C and Β "to New
Hampshire line where the Coos Road

100

74

202
186
20
8
84
39
103
96
130
119
9
214
32
371
174
554
98
155
35

51
57
18

50
54
165

128
12
111
63
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131

14
111
65

72
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177

132

80
8
123

43
300 436
160 127
435 305

21
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52
2
6
25

4632 2979

4235 3375
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32
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53
18
96
148
6
6
17

83
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18
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52
2
6
25

175

549
08
152
31
489

98
152
35
404

487 370
77 30

30

185
20
8
83
31
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96
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9
220
24
395

125
32
5
97
20
54
42

20
7
66
37
102
96
119
103
5
211
25

27

79

77

32
109
54

18

03
148
6
5
17

York,

never/ail.

South'Parls, Sept. 16, to the wife of Henry
Merrill, a son.
Brownlleld, Sept. 6, to the wife of Wenlock
Sanborn, a daughter.
In North Par», 8ept. 8, to the wife of A. D.
Llttlehale. a son.
In South Waterford, Sept. 4, to the wife of G.
L.
Kimball, a son.
so-called now strikes the same." It
In West Bnhel, Sept. 2, to tho wife of Wesley
will be seen that the petitioners living Dennis, a son.
at the county seat far away from the
In

of
You
buy
the finest talcum
powders on the

Lower Coos; the latter as
Upper Coos. The history of Coos County says the principal way to reach the
Upper Coos was the Connecticut River,
another was the valley of the Ammonoosuc River.
The Indians are said to have bad a
trail from Canada to the Penobscot
River. By this they went from Lake
Memphremagog up the Clyde River to
Island Pond, Vermont; then crossed to
the Nulhegan River; down this and the
Connecticut to the Upper Ammonoosuc,
up which they followed to Milan, where
they crossed to the Androscoggin valley.
The Upper Coos Meadows Γη Lancaster, New Hampshire, were permanently
settled in 1764. Northumberland, where
Ammonoosuc enters the Conthe
known

one

can

as

market.

Our

Hats, Caps,

While

good

as

fumes.

Both sold

Upper

BROOKS—The
Next to Post

his

a·

per-

only by

Glasses

Parmenter.

on

Dr.

weekly naymenta.

Read my

aa.

We

are

repairs constantly on

Also all kinds of work
ed to by

H.

Carriage
Foundry

work
work

by
ε.
by

hand. Castings of all kinds made to order

usually done at a carpenter's shop
F.

Η.

will be attend

MUZZY.

Pints,

Quarts,.1-2

MELLEN J. CUM MINGS.

JULIUS A.

RECORD.

CUnniNQS HANUFACTURING CO,
Agricultural Works,
SOUTH PARIS, ΠΑΙΝΕ.

at the F. C. Merrill

Foundry

and

130
119

120
64

9
215
32
402
177
551
98

152

57

35
492
111

77

30

32

27

54

20

18
96
147
6
6
17

973 566

3722

not be wise to

$5.00
$7.50
to $5.00
to $5.00
to $1.50

to

to

Sept. i8, 19, 20, you should
need it then but will later
won't
you
Fair,

(

2

Norway.

)

Stores,

Preserving Pots.
Stone Jars.

Jars.

$ .90 per doz. ι Gal.
"

"

"

"

1.00

Gal.

1.25

1-2

15c.
30c.
45c.

Gal.
3 Gal.
2

60c.

4 Gal.

5 Gal.
60c. per doz. 6 Gal.
Pure white
65c.

Quarts,
Gal.

83c.

"

"

"

"

75c.

85c.

jar rings

10

cents per dozen.

as MARKET

eQUAXUO,

MAINS.

BEST YETI
We

can

wear

truthfully

say that

our

is the BEST YET.

fall line of Footsurely have

We

AN ELEGANT LINE
of all kinds for all ages and conditions. If you
will call and see us you will be convinced that
Footwear
you can save money if you buy your
of

Also

us.

TRUNKS, BAGS AND SUIT CASES.
PLEASE CALL AND SEE US.

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe Company,
Successors to

OPERA HOUSE

MARSHALL.

ν

Carriage and ornamental painting by

County

the Oxford

Lightning

Carriage Work.
Plows and

97

full of Fall and Winter Clothing, Furnishings,

Fruit Jars and

Concreting.

Wood, Iron and Painting.

4608 3011

100

Ν. Dayton Bolster & uo,

Office, South Paria.

ready to do all kinds of

7

25

202

20
8
83
38
103

Gloves and Underwear.

South Paris,

Brick and Stone Work
and

32
108
54
18
96
147
6
6
17

62

F. H. NOYES CO.,

Pharmacist.

Work in this line done at shor
notice and in a first-class manner.
CHARLES D. DUNN,
South Paris
13 Gothic Street,

77

30
27
78
20
18
144
51
2

111
242
51
57
18
367
30
27
70
20
18
141
51
2
6
25

76

visit us and look around. Perhaps
and we want you to know where to get it.

Androscoggin.

the Connecticut valley, practicable.
W. H. Jknke.

at

Pints,

is

347

76

8TORE8.

Mason.

POWDER

necticut, was incorporated Nov. 16, 177Θ.
Other towns near by are of about the
same date, but the settlements were
the
very slow about getting across to
Therefore it would seem that the promoters of our Maine "Coos Road" may
have thought a route from the Kennebec, by the way of the Upper Am·
monooLuc valley, to the northern part of

stores are

Palmer's
Talcum

117
32
4
81
18
54
42
120
63
4
110
36

Men's Suits in a wide range of patterns, $iS down
down
Men's Raincoats in a wide range of patterns, $16
down
$iS
Men's Overcoats
down
$ia
Youths' Clothing,
$ 6 down
Children's Clothing,

For

Fifteen Cents

367

202

132

Going Elsewhere.

Before

Died.

the fifteen-mile falls, above Newbury,
Vermont, also to similar meadows above
those fall· about Lunenburg," on account of the great number of pine trees
there. The former place came to be

50
57
22

71

12
111
63

166
37
102

Call and See Us

Bennett of Bethel.
In Lewlston, Sept. 11, by Rev. Willlsm J. Taylor, Mr. James M. Palmer, formerly of Norway,
and Miss TUIa K. Nevens, both of Lewlston.
In Norway, Sept. It), by Rev. F. E. Barton, Mr.
Ernest Lester Cowan and Mils Marguerite Finney, both of Norway.
In Bucklleld, Sept. 8, by Rev. A. W. Pottle,
Mr. James F. Blcknell and Mrs. Emily Turner,
both of Bucklleld.
In Bethel, Sept. 13, by Rev. F. B. Schoonover,
Mr. Davis G. Lovcjoy and Mrs. Fannie Blsbee,
both of Bethel.

A few words in conclusion about points
of interest in connection with my subject. In the language of the Indians
living in the northern part of the Connecticut River valley, the name Coos is
said to mean The Pines. They gave
this name to the great meadows "below

207

that number, would it

The Coos
some mistakes.
Married.
Road did not pass through Berlin (the
easterly part of No. β), C nor B. The
In South Paris, Sept. 12, by Rev. C. A. Brooke,
court determined to have the road locatII. Curtis and Miss Miriam L. Calef,
Mr.
ed from the east line of No. 4 to An- both Roy
of Augusta.
No.
the
out
In
through
Bethel,
part
Sept. U, by Rev. F. E. Barton, Mr.
dover, leaving
Miss Marlon E.
0. The reason for this omission does Maurice F. Tyler of Mason and

thyst pin
please

116
32
4
81
26
54
41
120
64
4
114
44
335
111

275

Year after year our customers return to us to
Could we aik a
replenish their wardrobes.
If
better recommendation?
you are not one of

In

road, made

ditions.

74

166
76
126

Wc make a study of our business,
carefully selecting only the best
fabrics, styles and makes of the lead·
ers of their respective lines.

Born.

lost7

37
100
74
202
185
20
8
83
39
103
96
130
120
9
215
32
384
175
509
98
152
35
492

167

62
128

It is Our Business to Clothe
the Men, Youths and Boys
as They Should Be.

neee, Bad Stomach, Teething Disorders, move
tnd regulate the Bowels and Destroy Worms.
At all
Over 30,000 testimonials. They
druggists, 23c. Sample FREE. Address, Allen
S. Olmsted, Le Roy, Ν. Y.

Here ended the history of the road in
In Sooth Waterford, Sept. 16, Mr». John Kver·
its' original character of a state institu- ett, aired 57 years.
In Manchester, Ν. H.', 8ept. 7, Mrs. Phebe C
into
tion. Its western end bad passed
wife of Edgar Farrar, area 70 year·.
oblivion, and the eastern division was
In North Tarif, Sept. IS, Infant ton of Mr. and
now merged in the system of county Mrs. A. D. Llttlehale, aged 4 days.
In Jackson, Ν. H., 8ept. 7, George W. Page of
roads. Its original purpose and its
Fryebnrg, aged 34 years.
of
attention
the
establishing engaged
In East Waterford, Sept. 13, Joseph B. Patter
some of the most prominent public men son, aged about SO years.
In lirotrnfleld, Sept. 5, Harrison Durgtn.
of Massachusetts. Its standing bad to
In Oxford, Sept. 13, Mrs. Robinson, aged 91
be determined by the highest court of years.
In Dlxfleld, Sept. 10, Christian Anderson,
Maine. It was no slight factor in the
of John and Thora Anderson ol
early history of its section, still, though daughter
Smith's Crossing, aged 16 months.
well known seventy years ago, it is now
almost forgotten. If the travel from
northern New Hampshire ever used the
road, it was early diverted; the part
Between the Univeraalist church
which went through the northern part of
Old Brick, Paris Hill, an ameand
route
from
one
Oxford County, passed
with a "G" in diamonds.
to another till the railroad came with its
radical changes in transportation con- Finder
return to Old Brick.

17
00
63

128

50
54

Once more we wish to remind
Fall
you that it is time to make your
selections.
Clothing

use! by Mother Gray, nurse In the
Successfully
Cure FeverishChildren's Home In New

|/OVIVIUU«

ί

Clothing Pointers.

Fall

owners was

not appear. The standing committee
for making locations, surveyed the part
of the road through No. β, and reported
it with the rest; its location was secured
in 1827 by another petition. A tax of
ten cents per acre on No. 0 to build the
road throjigh that township, was granted the same year on a petition beaded by
Joseph 0. Cole, who had then been a
practicing attorney in Paris about a
year. This last petition was evidently
a county seat supplement to the local

62
126
272
132

4600 3021

BLUE

Moth*r Gray's Swwt Powder» for Children,

J.

50
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76

74

202
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72

200

115
32
4
80
18
54
41
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64
4
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36
351
110
205
51
54
18

62
86
260
132
156
32

186

261
123
152
35
100

77

51
67
18
363
73" 33
20
30
05
02
20
54
18
18
00 177
110
81
6
2.
5
7
25
17

367

4683 2947

4653 2971

34 42

126
12
111
63
72
116
32
4
80
18
54
40
120
63
4
110
36
315
110

207

76

30
27
70
20
18
141
51
2
6
25

273
131
153
37

76

74

544
98
152
35
492

62
126

50
54
160

201
186
20
8
84
30
103
07
130
120
0
216
32
420

110
207

540
07
152
35
402
77
32
107
54
18
06
148
6
6

365

62
126
260
132
160
37
100

128
12
116
63
73
116
32
4
82
18
53
41
120
64
4
110
35
345

74

1

1

76

37
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THE BREATH OF LIFE.

meantime No. β had beeD sold for nonof the previously named tax,
and the money expended on the road in
1822. The principal owner, Benjamin
Joy, petitioned for repayment of the
money he paid to redeem his land; this
request was refused. He brought an
action against the county for money had
and received, which went to the law
court on a case stated by the parties.

payment

W. D. Ut.
of Deeds.

».
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Sumner,
Sweden,
Upton,
Waterford,
Woodstock,
Lincoln Pl.,
Magalloway Pl.,
Milton Pl.,
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Albany,
Andover,
Bethel,
Brownfield,
Buckfleld,
Byron,
Canton,
Denmark,
Dixfleld,
Fryeburg,
Gilead,
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Vote of Oxford

The Cooe Rood.
The Coo· (or State) Road ran iron
Wilton in Franklin
County, Maine
through that part of Township No.
The corn factory la doing a big bnsl
ia
not included in Carthage
which
ness tbia season, never better.
Weddings the attraction in town afte r through Weld, Township No. β, Byron
▲ndover, Andover West Surplus, am
election.
The next important affair ia the annua 1 Grafton, to the New Hampshire line
cattle show. Every one will aee ever; r Strictly speaking this covers the wholi
of the road, though there was a connect
one elae and hear ail the newa.
The arrangement for oloaing th > ing road through Success township ii
atores Friday afternoona has expired, a* > New Hampshire, past Success Pond, b

NOBWAY.

'»

Smiley

Shoe Store,

NORWAY, MAINE

BLOCK,
You Need

a

Plush Robe This Pall.
I have about 65 to select from. I am still selling the single plush
robes for $1.50 and $1.75 and the plain double for $3-75·
I have a great variety of fancy double plush robes from $3.00 to

$13.00.

JAMES N. FAVOR, ΒΜΛΜΤ"
ox man mt.9 wr«

HOMEMAKEBff COLUMN.

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

ALMOST
AS

I·. Ml—Vrlaacle.
L Celebrated. 2. An assumed name.
EL The place where our money Is coined.

4. A plant the seed of which Is used as
a food for horses. 6. A plural pronoun.
& In spring and summer.

for busy people, almoet as
Sural Free Delivery Carriei
brings it to your door three times every week.
It Is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
and contains all the most important news of The DaDy
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value. and have not
If you live in the village or on a farm
touch
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept in olose
cost.
with all important news of the world at a very small
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
with
TRIBUNE is only $1.60 per year, butyou can secure it
Tm Oxford Democrat,
your own favorite local newspaper,
is a metropolitan newspaper
good aa a daily, and your

GOOD
AS
A
DAILY

Both Papers Out Year for $2.25.

NEWSPAPER.

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
Your name and address on a postal card to THE NEW·
will
YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City,
bring you

a

free

ON

—

—

Carpets

Wool

to close out odd patterns and clean

up stock.

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth Sta.,

MAINE.

NORWAY,

Stomach

tionary

Stove Wood and

Coal at

appetite, loss ot strength, nmwm
mm, heerlerhe. constipation, bad breath,
feneral debility. aour risings, and catarrh
«I tha slomaoh ara all due to Indlfsation.
Kadol corsa indigestion. This new discovof die·»
ery represents the natural Juicea
tea aa they exist la a healthy stomach,
combined with the greatest known tonlo
aad roooaetnscdie properties. Kodol Dyapepela Cure does not only cure indifeatioa
aad dyspepsia. but this famous remedy
awsa all stomach troubles by cleansing,
parifylaf. sweetening and strengthening
Aa mucous membranes lining the stomach.
Mr. & & Mi «f Ravansvood. W. Va.. a«ac"I weeMMef «eh aowr stomach fcr twenty year*.
Eeéal «en4 m» mi we are now usine It Is arifc

jartete."
Kodol Digests What You Cat

Sl.OOSiza hoidin« 2H tfcnesthsbW
She. which tails for SO cants.
bf LO> OeWITT A OO., OHIOAQOl

■sMaamit

by r. A. Sbuitieff * Co.

ALL

Ko. HtMJ.—A> Octscos.

CHANDLER,

Builders' Finish !

Typewriter·

Mtiched Hard Wool Floor Boards for sale.

ycwrller-quality for
quality—attribut· for attribute—by the

Underwood.
B*w approach It la raapoMalvanaaa—la
Haw rcaanablc
•ucchanlcal parfacllon.
It ta appaaraaca, dtal(a aad Ami ah. It·
lacrtailaf (km· uiakaa pcriuanaat the
KaadaH—

THE ORIGINAL OF ITS KIND,

Imitations

are

Never

so

Good.

FNDERWOOI» TYPEWRITER

Rroadway. Now Yorh.

Ml

tichaaga Ht.,

?·

CO.,

Portlaad, Ma.

Picture Frames

and Pictures,

Mats, Mirrors
&

Mouldings s,;L

High

Grade Portrait Work

in Crayon, Water color,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L, M. TUFTS,
SOUTH PARIS.

Nickola St..

Hebron

PORTLAND AND BOSTON UNE.
r«r«
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INCREASED
1
Trustees

m-UMCrsphleal Posai·.

Academy

endowment

enable* the

largely to increase and
strengthen the teaching force. Beet and
most thorough instruction, at the lowest
rates.
The school has been placed on
the approved list of the New England
College Certificate Board. Send for catto

Find represented In the picture lslauds In the Atluntic, α country In
Asiu, mountains in Africa, a country in
Europe, a state in America and an

W. E. SARGENT,

ocean.

2<i7.—Additions,
Add a syllable and change relatives
Into to take tire; u fish into to make
much of; enrtli and water Into to con-

tlu receptacle into a light; a
sweet bread Into a loose package; to
protract Into part of α machine; α miner's truck into to dance; depressed into
a seat; to set free into a puzzle; to etuff
Into to propel; a fish into red earth; u
ball of paper into to move from side to
side; a bush into to walk feebly; to
bend down Into the head.

fuse;

At This New Mill

Color at the Phone.

"Is dat you, Miss Johnson?"
"Ynas," cunie the reply.
"Well. Miss Johnson. I's got a mos'
Important question to ask you."

"Yaas."
"Will you tuarry me, Mies Johnson?"
"Yaas. Who Is it, please?" —Ex-

change.

Any
And do
Miss Askham
nothing but animal pictures
Mr. D'Auber
Well, on
paint fish.
—

Wanted.

—

PEELED PULPWOOD.
Poplar

you paint
every day?
Fridays 1

—

2. Go near, orange.
No. 25tf.—Plurals: Muse, muses; mar,

Ε. H. PIKE,

Mars; groat, groats; heave, heaves;
mew, mews; hop, hope.
P,
No. 257.— Charade: Pianoforte

MAINE.

—

For Sale.

Ann. owe, fort.
No. 258.— Curtailings: Heron, hero;
honey, hone; saucer, sauce; tablet, table; whirl, whir.
No. 250.—Avian Numerical Enigma:

3000 feet first class iron piping,
from one to two inch. Will sell for
10 per cent, less than wholesale cost.
R. L. CUMMINGS,
South Paris, Me.

pines the
drifting:

Above

slowly

was

—"Dickens In Camp."

Frank, β. Peter.

A LESSON IN HEALTH

Healthy kidneys filter the impurities
the blood, and unless they do this,
food health is impossible. Foley's Kidtey Cure makes sound kidneys and will
Mstively cure all forms of kidney and
U strengthens the
«ladder disease.
rom

NA8H,

Licensed Taxidermist,
OoaaeoMo*.

moon

No. 2β0.—niildeu Names: 1. Arthur.
2. Henry. 3. Herbert. 4. Edward. 5.

ALBION L. ABBOTT,
Paris Hill.

MASON» BLOCK,

the

The river aang below.

FOR SALE.
Driving outfit, small roan mare,
very clever, light buggy and good
•ingle harness. Inquire of
J. WALDO

vhole system.

F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.

His Wife—Ob, dear! I do wish yon
vould break yourself of the habit of
' ;rowliug at the table.
NORWAY.
Her Husband—Pm not growling at
1 he table, my dear. Γ m growling at the
;

neasly steak.

BONDS FOR SALE.

ksk any "JAP" that you may see,
Norway Water Co. of Norway, Me.
'Why the Czar, with Bear behind," had
from Portland
Pint Mortgage Four per cent twentyto climb a tree.
at 8 P. m. and from Boaton at 7 p. u.
year bonde in 9100 and 1500 piece·. ["he Yanks, God bless the Yanks, say she,
rhey gave us Rooky Mountain Tea.
All cargo, except Live Stock, via the Price 101.
1 Γ. ▲. Shurtleff & Co.
F»r Sal· at Norway NaUaaal Baak.
ateamera of thia Company, la inaured
againat fire and marine riak.
Little Fred—Mamma, am I a lad?
General Agent,
J. P. LISCOMB,
BARBER SHOP.
Mamma—Yes, dear.
Franklin Wharf, Portland, Me.
Little Fred—And when I grow up will
Having bought out the buaineas ol
CALVIN AUSTIN, Preaident and Guy Buck, I am ready for your patron- ] be a ladder, mamma?
Qeneral Manager, Boaton, Mm,
age. Shaving, hair cutting, shampooing, Ac., done in flrst-ciaea manner.
[Ό CURE ▲ COLD IN ONE DAY
H. W. STAR8IRD,
rake Laxative Bromo
Tablets.

Commencing June 10,

fleat Market.
Freeh meata of all kinda

Mark·! Square,

South Pari·, Me.

$100

j >ruggists

:

Quinine
refund money If It falls to

E. W. Grove's
ach box. 85c.
ure.

signature

Teacher—Now, what is a fort?
Johnny—A place for soldiers

REWARD

conatantly on

D.

is on

to live

Teacher—And a fortress?
for the arreet and conJohnny—A place for soldiers' wives to
viction of the person who broke into j !ve in.
the Powder House on Crocker Hill,
noon aad Thursday morning.
Good for the cough, removes the oold,
Am ah i ρ ping live atock every week, Paris.
lie cause of the cough. That's the work
and paying fall market prioe.
WALTER L. GRAY,
f Kennedy's Laxative Honey and Tar—
lie original laxative cough syrup. ConAttorney,
das oo opiates. Sold by f. A. Short·
T. mayor,
«éOo.
July 13,1906.
MA1UT 8QUAU, SOUTH PAJUfl.
hand.

Corned beef and aalt pork a apeclalty.
Fresh âah arrive· every Monday after-

will be

Remove the pit from large dates and
in their place put shelled, roasted peanuts; roll in granulated sugar.
BOULLIOX.

To each one-half pound of beef and

veal ueed, add one and on' half pints of
cold water, if thero are no bones; if
bones, then ase oae pint of water and
crack all bones into small pieces. Let
the meat simmer until it is in rags;
then strain off the liquid and to each
quart of broth allow one teaspoonfal of
celery salt, ooe teaspoonful minced

herbs,

one

tablespoonful chopped carrot,

paid

\

j
I

fit) /talnral story
Little

Polk·

as

was a

HEADACHE
RARE JUSTICE SICK
1906.
DearSin:—-So· Penobscot, Me.,

The Mehlin, Poole, Merrill, Prescott end The Lauter Player Piano,
all first class, high grade instruments, and are sold for just as low
Feb. I),
Also I have
as they can be told for the quality of the instrument.
for sid money
Bitter·
P."
"L.
used
I
your
last
insisted
I
one
on
went
day
stock
upon
Rabbit
hand.
caae.
A
Bun
medium
Fortunately
ay
my
always
Prices
large
grade pianos.
from which I was a great tuf several
having Foley'· Honey and Tar in the yel- week to rob Mr. Coon's corncrib, and headache
terms easy. Send for catalogue and we will try and interest you in
low,
I
never found anything like it. Wi
ferer.
low package, and it quiokly oared me.
Mr. Coon caught him In the very act
My wife baa ainoe used Foley's Honey
alio Died it for JAUNDICE in our family. the best pianos that are on the market.
F. A. "I'll march you off to jail, air, and
and Tar with the same auccese."
It made a quick cure.
Sbnrtleff Λ Co.
that's what I'll do with yon!"
Youri truly, Mas. Vintow C. Ghat.
db
W.
me off to Jail I Anymarch
don't
"Oh,
Bobby bad early abown a great inter·
be
to
I
know
I
ought
but
that!
three·
inin
that
thing
Eminent physicians say
eat in anatomy, and alwaya drank
Billings Blook,
formation about the varioua parte of the killed. Throw me In the river, drown
of all diseases come from pool
quarters
«
to
came
be
Soutb.
Maine.
Parie,
body moat eagerly. One day
me, but don't march me off to Jail!"
digestion, inactive liver and bowels. A
bla mother in great perplexity and aaid:
Babbit
Medi35c. bottle of «*L. F." At wood'»
"Mother, I know where my liver la, but pleaded Bunny
"All right," said old man Coon. "But cine will cure all these troubles and prewhere la my bacon?"
if I throw you In the river you'll swim vent serious sickness.
In theae days of ruab and hurry courout. I know you. That's what you'll F
Colored Foetal Card·. 60 subject*.
In
the
la
often
mad,
pell
forgotten.
tesy
Son·, Selling
ΓΓ££. Write u». Η. H. Hay1·
■
mell ruab of our life little tblnga are do."
Agents, Portland, II·.
Substitute for Lime.
A
done to offend that we rather remftined
"I was just coming to that" Mid
undone. A hastily eaten meal and its Bunny Rabbit. "I was just going to
60 YEARS·
Tougher and more durable than lime mortar. Will not crack in dryresultant headache may cause us social
ask you to tie my hands behind my
experience
Tbe wise man or woor financial loaa.
ing. No bother of slacking lime or beating up hair, simply add sand and
so I couldn't swim a stroke. I'm
man la the one who relieves little ilia of back,
I
water
cold
In
that
It is economical and is endorsed and used by the leading masons.
when
I
water.
afraid
get
For
this sort by a little doae of Kodol
want you
Dyapepaia. It digeata what you eat and might try to swim, and so I
It is especially desirable for those wishing to do a small amount of
puta your atomach back into abape. to tie me."
had
never
he
Sold by F. A. Sbnrtleff & Co.
Old man Coon thought
work or patching up, as it is quickly prepared and ready for immediate
seen such η repentant rabbit In all his
use
and becomes thoroughly dry and hard in twenty four hours.
Nell—When I met May to-day I had
days. There was something suspicious
Dation·
my new gown on. Of courbe I expected al>out It, but he tied Master Bunny
For further particulars and inform tion, call on or address
Copyrights 4e.
her to say something about it, but she
Then
Rabbit's paws hard and fast
pretended not to have seen it.
on the bank of
Belle—Yes, she'a an awfully consid- Bunny Rabbit stood
tlf COnOQOQClU· VMnUDUU·
erate and tender-hearted girl.
patsots.
ιβηι rroe. oldest agency for secSrtnc
Patents taken tBronih Ηαήή FdoTno*rt
In &
»notiu, without clugt,
Sufferers who aay they have tried
South. Paris.
everything without benefit are the people we are looking for. We want them
Illustrated weekly. Lanrast eshandsomely
A
Tarais, H a
to know from glad experience that Ely'a
calation of any scientific tournai.

Superior

vm

HOW TO AVOID APPENDICITIS.
Moat victims of appendlcitia are thoae
Slice onions thin and saute brown and who are habitually constipated. Orino
tender in a little hot butter; then place Laxative Fruit Syrup cures chronic conin alternate layers in a buttered rjate stipation by stimulating the liver and
dish with pared, thinly sliced tomatoes, bowels, and restores the natural action
Orino Laxative Fruit
pepper and salt and cracker crumbs; dot of the bowels.
last
with butter, having the
laye.· Syrup does not nauseate or gripe and is
then bake threr fourths of an mild and pleasant to take. Refuse substitutes. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
hour in a hot oven.

crumbs;

Redd—Your wife's red in the face.
At this time of the year in many loca
Greene—Yea, she's been laughing all
In
its
this
fruit
is
in
tions
place? the afternoon.
prime.
where the apricot cannot be obtained
"Laughing all the afternoon?"
tbe cannriones will make a good sub"Yes, she's been out watching me play
stitute, or punches can be us* 1. Make a golf.
dough of one pint of flour, one helping
No one would buy a sailboat with sails
teaspoonful baking powder, one-fourth
teaspoonful salt, one rounding tabl' that could not be reefed. There is alspoonful of buttor; work all together ways that possibility of a little too much
until the consistency of meal; then add wind that makes a cautious man afraid
just enough milk to make a dough ersily to go unprovided. Tue thinking man,
handled. Pat out into a layer one-half whose stomach sometimri goes back on
inch thick; spread the bottem of a him, provides for his stomach by keepgranite br <in with halved and pitted ing a bottle of Kodol For Dyspepsia
fruit, sprinkle generously with sugar within reach. Kodol digests what you
and add one-fourth cup of water; put eat and restores the stomach to the con
the dough on top; prick with a fork and dition to properly perform its functions.
bake about twenty minutes in a moder- Sold by F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
ate oven. When done place a large plate
over the top and turo upside dowa; this
It has been a strenuous afternoon for
brings the fruit on top; heap with the devoted teacher who took six of her
some
with
and
decorate
cream
whipped
pupils through the Museum of Natural
of the uncooked fruit.
History, but her charges had enjoyed
every minute of the time.
CRACKED WHEAT.
"Where have you been, boys?" asked
Let one pint of water come to the the father of two of the
party that night,
half
add
onr
and
cup
salt,
point,
boiling
with
and the answer came
joyous
cracked wheat and one-half cup of
promptness:
raisins and simmer until thoroughly
a
dead
circus.
"We've been to
done, thon thin with hot milk.

AN INSIDIOUS DANGER.
One of the worst features of kidney

SCRAMBLED BOOS.

AND

CHEESE

LOAF.

Take hot mashed potato moistened
with milk and seasoned with pepper and
salt; stir in one beaten egg to a pint of
the potato; turn into a buttered loaf tin
and cover with a half-inch-thick layer of
grated or thinly sliced cheese; bake in
moderate oven until the potato is puff/
and the cheese melted and browned.

trouble is that it is an insidious disease
and before the victim realizes his danger
Take Foho may have a fatal malady.
ley's Kidney Cure at tbe first sign of
trouble as it corrects irregularities and
prevents Brigbt's disease and diabetes.
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
Mamma—I hope you were not sitting
in the hammock with Jack laat night,
Lulu?
Lulu—No, mamma, I didn't think it
was strong enough for both of us to sit
in. Jack sat in the hammock, and 1 sat
in Jack's lap.

A bath cleanses the skin and rids the
pores of refuse. A bath makes for better fellowship and citizenship. Not only
should the outside of the body be cleansed, but occasional use of a laxative or
cathaitic opens the bowels and clears
DKIKD HERRINO.
the system of effete matter. Best for
Use the boneless variety that comes in this are DeWitt's Little Early Risers.
bottles and costs ten ceut3. Place the Pleasant little pills that do not gripe or
fish in a dish, cover with hot water and sicken. Sold by F. A. Shurtleff & Go.
simmer ten minutes; drain and put one
"My!" exclaimed Mr. Klumsay at the
level tablr tpoonful butter in a hot frying
summer hotel hop, "this floor's awfully
pan and when it is melted stir in one
slippery. It's hard to keep on your
tablespoonful of flour, incorporating it feet."
thoroughly with the butter, then add
"Oh!" replied bis fair partner, sarof sweet milk and stir until
half

pint

mer

again.

herrings and

sim-

TAPIOCA FRUIT PUDDING,
Cook three-fourths cup tapioca until
transparent in four cupfuls of hot milk.
Beat three eggs slightly, add to them

castically, "thon you
keep on my feet.

to

acciden*il."

really trying
thought it was

were

I

A GUARANTEED CURE FOR PILES.

Itching, Blind, Bleeding, Protruding
Piles. Druggists are authorized to re-

Hblespoonful fund money if Pazo Ointment fails to
teaspoonful salt,
melted butter and one cupful sugar and cure in 5 to 14 days. 50 cent·.
then
one teaspoonful vanilla extract;
"During the first year of our married
add the hot mixture. Put a layer of
life my husband would call me up by
and
corcd
pared,
pears,
quartered
distance 'phone every day when he
peaches or apples, into a buttered dish, long
had to be away from home."
sprinkle with lemon juice, turn in the
"Doesn't he do bo any more?"
custard and bake thirty minutei in a
"Mercy no! The only means I have of
slow oven. Seive either hot or cold.—
hearing from him is through the picture
Ex.
postal cards he sends the children."
one

one

Sayings.

Co.,

Standard Wood Fibre Plaster,

■.

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

■

Scientific American.

i'ESi

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE

HILLS,

CAR LOAD LOTS A SPECIALTY.

Jeweler and Graduite

Optician.

quantity desired.

In any

For Price and Particulars address,

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

nOxfin

ESCALLOPED TOMATOES.

POTATO

are

J".

preferred.

For each person allow one egg. Put
all the eggs in a bowl and beat until
bto'ien, then add one tablespoonful cold
water for each two eggs used. Mince
left-over cooked bacon and strew over
the eggs after they have been placod in
the frying-pan, which has been greasrd
with butter. With a fork turn lightly
and stir until the eggs are set but not
dry. Scram bird eggs and omelet should
be creamy.

PIANOS.

Great
Sufferer from
I

For

onion and tomato and four peppercorns.
Let this simmer again for twenty minutes; then strain into a bowl and when
cool set in the refrigerator for twelve
in tbe Head,
hours to jelly.
When serving break the Cream Balm will cure Cold
Fever, and tbe moit advanced and
jellied stock into particles with a fork Hay
This
of
Catarrh.
Nasal
and dip into chilled glasses or fancy obstinate forms
acta directly on the inflamed
cups. An olive, pimolaa or a slice of remedy
soothlemon on top makes a dainty decoration. sensitive membranes. Cleansing,
ing and healing. One trial will convince
PBESSED MEAT.
you of ita healing power. Price 50c.
Take the soup meat and put through All druggitts, or mailed by Ely Bros.,
a meat mincer with the vegetables which 56 Warren Street, New York.
were cooked in the soup and a couple of
"Young Jolliem alwaya aaye the right
sprays of fresh parslev; season with
doesn't be? He never seems at
celery, pepper, salt and enough of the thing,
loss for the proper reply."
soup stock to just moisten it, then pack
"Well, I saw him nonplused once."
in a basin or fancy mold and set on ice.
"How was that?"
When ready to serve dip the basin in hot
"Miss Keene aaked him if be thought
water an instant, when the meat will
looked as old aa she was."
she
slip out unbroken. Then it can be gar-

creamy ; then add the

I'm.

Key to the Puihr.
No. 253.—Word Square: 1. Clamp. 2.
Lamia. 3. Among. 4. Mince. 5. Pages.
Illustrated Central AcrosNo. 254.
tic: Socrates. 1. Basin. 2. Crown. 3.
Laces. 4. Forty. 5. Crane, β. Dates.
7. Spear. 8. Casks.
No. 255.—Twisted Trees: 1. Ash, has.

delivered at aiy station.

WEST PARIS,

STUFFED DATES.

one

Too Good For

,

Maine.

and

SON—Anagram·.

LFuinous rulers.]
L A deer uext; lag ut her.
2. Quiz, he bet au eel.
3. Ο tor beau pole Auua PI

A. E. SHURTLEFF,

Spruce, Fir,

a

No.

you can get the beet grades of Flour
made in the West and all kinds of Grain,
Feed, Hay and Straw. I have just unloaded a car of Prime Cotton Seed Meal
that is extra good for this season of the
year (protein 41), for sale at lowest
I wish to express my
market price.
thanks and appreciation to all who
worked so hard to Have my property at
the fire, and to all the people who have
met Mr. llall and myaelf at the old mill
for nearly forty years, and I hope to aee
them all again at the new mill where we
believe in giving everyone value received
for their money. Be sure and call at the
mill with bay windows.

South Paris,

MUFFINS.

cured.

No.

new

«

WHEAT

dough

nished

Tuesday, Sept. 11, '06

Superb new ateamera of thia line leave
Franklin Wharf, Portland, and India relephoae
Wharf, Boston, daily (except Sunday) at
ADDITIONAL SUNDAY TRIPS.

ο

Academy wtll «pern

Of Hthr··

$i.ao.

Ir.iL

ο

ο

18041906.
The Fall Term

Easfyni Steamship Company.
Portland Division.

ο

ο

Maine.

West Sumner

WHOLE

Grease tin pan·, or if iron ones are
need, do not grease them, but both the
tin and iron pans moat be put into the
oven to become very hot before tbe
mixture is pat in. Separate two
eggs and beat the yolks, adding one-half
pint of milk, one and one-half capful·
of entire wheat floor, one tablespoonful
melted batter, one-half teaspoorful salt,
one rounding teaspoonful of
baking
powder and beat for one minute; then
fold in carefully the beaten whites of the
eggs; fill each pan two-thirds fall and
bake in quick oven for aboat twenty
minutes. By adding a little fruit to
these a delicious breakfast dish is se-

I

APBICOT TART.

Grain Mill near the old
place at the Bridge, with new machinery
and a mill that will grind Meal and
Peed to please everybody is ready for
business, with the old miller R. N. Hall
at his post to tell what is good and what
is not; also E. 11. Farrar, the man who
puts your grain in the box where you
want it every time, can be seen on the
team same as before the fire.

t>

ο

ο

CHANDLER,

W.

E.

And my

«vary

ο

No.

Fire All Out at the Old
Grain Mill

uaaaaurc

ο

1. A unit. 2. Natural language of
man. 3. One skilled in mechanical art.
4. The act or art of making money. 5.
Tried or attempted, d. Ardent or ter
vent. 7. A boy's name.

PRINCIPAL.

Commercial Brains

0

I will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of any
SUe or Style at reasonable price·.

Also Window & Door Frames.

0

0

South Paris, Maine.

alogue

—

war.

A. W. Walker & Son's,

▲. J. Nuabanm,Bftteeville, Indien»,
writes: "Last yesr I Buffered for three
Correspondence on topic· of Intern» to tbe ladle·
ao distressla solicited. AddreM: «dltor Homkmakees, montha with » summer cold
Colomk, Oxford Democrat, South Part·, Me. ing that It Interfered with my baaineaa.
I had many of the aymptoma of b»y
fever, and a doctor's prescription did not
Recipes.
reach my oaae, and I took several medicine* whiob aeemed to only aggravate

JELLIED

we

L A battle of the Revolution. 2. A
president of the United States. 3. A
famous American. 4. A very large Island. &. A river in Asia. 0. One of the
great lakes. 7. A battle of the French
and Indian war. 8. One of the United
States. Θ. A country of Africa.

Edgings,

E. W.

Suggestion.

Ha 2IG4.—Historical Aeroatit.
Primais form the name of a distinguished French general in the Revolu-

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.

No

OF

Cord Wood,
Slab Wood,

If In want of any kind of Finish for Inside or
>utsUle work, send In your orders. Pine Lam
ber and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

Sour

—

No. 263v—A

What herb suggests something
spend every day?

sample copy.

A LOW PRICE

Sold

aea^Bmivma.
Find me a ship that*a a bleaalng,
Λ fori * hut's at peace each day.
And theft. If you will, pleaae find me
An ant that la sprightly and gay.
Find me a gate that will leaaen
Whatever sorrows befall,
A rage that la truly valor
And a fare that will profit all.
Find a cord that will hold together,
A mate that will make you glad,
A file that will always tarnish;
Find a tune that la ever aad.
Then find a table notorious,
A liar who'a singular,
A tall that will really shorten
And a cent with a generous air.
Ho.

CUBED HAT rayZB AJTD BTTlDtXB COLD.

3ΝΓ.

BXIRZiZST AZUS GORHAM,

XX.

IF YOU want a quick cash
for your country property, write for our improved
FREE listing blanks. No advance payment required.
■ale

NORWAY, MAINE.
the river and wept, and the tears hopped down his furry little cheeks, and
his paws were tied so he couldn't wipe
Ob, be was a piteous
them away.

spectacle!

"Go up to the top of that high hill,"
Bald he, "and run down just as fast as
shove
you can and give me a good
Away out into the middle of the water,

I will drown quick."
Mr. Coon went up and ran, but Bunny Rabbit's hind feet were not tied,
and when Mr. Coon got to him Bunny
stepped to one side. Splash went old
man Coon Into the water.
"Oh, suve me! Save me, Brother
Bunny Rabbit!" be cried, for Mr. Coon,
who could not swim, was helpless with
ko

fenr.—Atlanta Constitution.

The American Way.
The conversation in the smoking car
bad drifted around to the characteristics of the races. "I like your people,"
said a German who hud been listening.
"I have been In this country for thirty
years, acting as an Immigration agent
for my people and assisting them to
settle here when they come to this
country. Now take α party of Americans when a new territory Is opened
or some public laud thrown open for
settlement. They ride or drive in, get
their land, select α place for the vllluge,
stake out the streets and then somebody gets up on a stump, calls a meeting and nominates John Jones for
mayor. In ten minutes they have α
municipality and everything is going
along all right. If a party of Germans
was In the same place, what would
they do? When It came time to organize tbelr village they would stand
around for three hours und then somebody would ask, "Where Is Bismarck?"
—Suturday Eveulng Post.

NOTICE.

In the District Court of the United States for the
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy
MOSES P. HAWKINS.
of Dlxfleld. Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of Moses P. Hawkins, It
the County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice 1· hereby given that on the 30th day ο
August, A. D. 1906, the aald Moses P. Hawkini
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the flrs
meeting of his creditors will be held at the offlci
o' the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South Paris
on the 19tb day of Sept., A. D. 1906, at 10 o'clocl
in the forenoon, at wnlch time the said creditor:
t
may attend, prove their claims, appoint
trustee, examine the bankrupt, and transaci
such other business as may properly come be
foresaid meeting.
South Paris, Sept. S, 1906.
WALTER L. GBAY,
Referee in Bankruptcy

j

NOTICE.
In the District Court of the United State· for th<
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.

In the matter of
)
JOHN J. BELL,
} In Bankruptcy,
of Rumford, Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of John J. Bell, In thi
County of Oxfonl and district aforesaid :
Notice la hereby given that on the 24th day οι
August, A. D. 1906, the said John J. Bel
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that th«
Urst meeting of his creditors will be held at thi
office of the Referee, No. 8 Market 8quare. Soutl
Paris, on the 36th day of 8ept.r A. D. 1906, al
10 o'clock in the forenoon, at which time thi
•aid creditor· may attend, prove their claim·
appoint a truitec, examine the bankrupt, and

Wanted.

Experienced

Apoatollc and Eplatolarr.

A Phlladelphlan riding through the
mountains of Tennessee stopped one
evening to water his horse before a little cabin outside of which sat an old
colored woman watching the antics of

STOP IT !
▲ neglected cough or cold may lead to
aerious bronchial or lung troubles. Don't
WORTH TRYING.
near
take chances when Foley's Honey and η couple of pickaninnies playing
When you put your bread to rise on a Tar affords
from serious by.
security
perfect
cold night, try placing the dish on a effects of a cold. F. A. Shurtleff <& Co.
"Good evening, aunty," he called.
warm soapstone, and the yeast will keep
"Cute pair of boys you've got there.
warm all night.
Subbubs—What makes him so un- Your children?"
Try putting horseradish through a popular?
"Laws a massy! Mah chlllun! 'Deed
of
it.
meat-cutter instead
grating
Borrow—He fixed his lawnmower so dem's mah daughter's cbilluns. Come
When eggs are scarce, try putting a
you have to drop a nickel in the slot to
liyah, you boys," sho called sharply,
dessertspoonful of corrstirch for every make it go.
"an' speak to d' gen'lemau!"
egg in your rice pudding.
a teaspoonful of baking
As the boys obeyed the summons the
When two strong men come to blows,
Try putting
even if they are well matched, it is not a Phlladelphlan Inquired their names.
powder in your buckwheat batter.
In baking juicy pies, try putting in pleasing sight, but if the man who gets
"Clah to goodness, sab, dem chilluns
each pie a teaspoonful of fine tapioca. the worst of it will use DeWitt'a Witch is right smaht named!" said the old
It prevents the juice from running over Hazel Salve, he will look better and feel
woman. "Ye see, mab daughteh done
and alto imparts a rich flavor to the pie. better in short order. Be sure you get
ago, an' named dese
To open a fruit jar, try placing a DeWitt'a. Good for everything a salve got 'iigion long
Sold by F. hyah boys right out de Bible, sah. Dis
warm flat-iron on the cover for a few is used for, including piles.
hyah one's named Apostle Paul, an' de
moment*.
A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
uddah's called Epistle Peter."—Pitt··
AN EASY WAY TO CAN FRUIT.
"Is Grace very much in love?"
burg Post.
"Terribly. Her first affair, you know."
I always had a dread of the canning
A ComprehenalTe Verdict.
season until I learned of the following
read this catalogue of charma.
Ladies,
A child in an English town was
process, which is not only the easiest
red lips, a
cheeks,
Bright
eyes,
glowing
a steam atomizing apparatus
but the best one I have ever found. The
smooth akin without a blemish, in snort, killed by
fruit retains its shape and has very nearThe coroner's Jury
For sale with every falling on it.
health.
perfect
flavor of freshly-pioked fru't: Fill
ly thecans
Hollister's Rocky Mountain brought in the following curious ver·
packpge
with raw fruit; shake the can
the
Tea. 36 cents. F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
diet: "Death resulted from shock foloccasionally, so as to have the can as full
lowing bronchitis and whooping cough,
as possible, but do not crowd the fruit.
comes to us too soon but sorNothing
caused through the shaking of the
Make a syrup, allowing one cupful tfl row.
house by the flring of a gun at the
sugar and one-half cupful of water for
OF INTEREST TO MANY
each can. Divide this syrup equally
government proof butts on the Pulxnamong the oons and if It does not fill
Kidney Cure will cure any case atead marshes."
Foley's
with
can
hot
water of
them, fill up each
kidney or bladder trouble that is not
(put the syrup in while hot, after hav- beyond the reach of medicine. No mediRalalnsr Hla Wasrea.
hot
in
Place
can·
the
water.)
ing placed
cine can do more. F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
Y.—You kuow I told you a few days
the covers on the cans, but do not tightPlaoe the cans in some deep dish (I
Silas Hayfield—That stuff growing after he employed me that he said
en.
he'd raise my wages in a month or so?
usually use a dishpan.) Pill the dish to over there is cat-tails.
within an inch or so of the can-cover
Miss Summergirl—Do they have to
Z.—Yes. And didn't he?
with hot water. Cover all with some pull them up to get the cats?
I misunderstood him.
He
"No.
heavy cloth which will exclude the light
said he'd try to raise my first week's
from
is
and prevent the steam
When you have a cold it well to be
escaping.
that time. I haven't bad a
▲How them to remain covered until the very careful about nsing anything that wares by
water is perfectly oold, the cans will will cause constipation. Be particularly shilling yet."—London Tit-Blta.
then be ready to tighten and put away. oareful about preparations containing
I generally get mine ready right after opiates. Use Kennedy's Laxative Honey
Compromli·.
"I have a little granddaughter," said
breakfast, and set them out on the back and Tar, which stop· the cough and
stoop to cool. By the time the morn- move· the bowels. Sold by F. A. Shurt- a senator, "who is very fond of aniV
ing's work was done, the oans were leff 6 Co.
mals, especially dogs. Her mother has
ready to be tightened and put away.
taught her to pronounce the word until
After one has trsted the frnit put up in
called.
Duty
It sounds like dahg. Her father stick·
this way, I do not think they will want
The man looked at the card laxily.
to try any other way.
"Just say I'm not at home," he order- to the good old fashioned dawg, so
the child has compromised, and now
ed the maid.
every canine is a dahg-dawg."
Mashed potatoes will always beat up
It arouses energy, develops and stimulighter ana whiter if the milk U hot
lâtes nervous life, arouses the courage of
when added to them.
I know no manner of speaking so
▲ pinch of baking-soda used as a youth. It makes you young again. That's
tooth-wash once a week will make the wliat Hollister's Rooky Mountain Tea offensive as that of giving prairie aid
teeth beautifully white and is not in· will do. 83 oenta, Tea or Tablets. F.A. closing it with u iTMfflMi tula
Shurtleff Λ Co.
lurious,

The E. A Strout Farm
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"Largest

Agency,

in the World."

NAS5AU STREET, NEW YORK.

MOSES P. STILES, DUtrict Mer.,

Norway,

A

Maine.

new

Lot

The best of
of Plumbing Goods.
oak woodwork for closets. No old
goods. Call and see this line. Job

No
bing piomptly attended to.
charge for team.
Xj. M. Iiongloy,
Maine.
Norway,

Opportunity

Save your broken

For Sale.
Double tenement, seven rooms
each side, running water, good loca
tion, one minute to depot, all in first
class

repair,

Apply

in Buckfield.

hand wood turner,

Help Wanted.

who

can

also

lathe.

run

Cowdrej

a

BRUSH CO.

All Kind of Ma-

sons' Supplies.
A. W. WALKER & SON,
SOUTH PARIS.

LADIES

A full line of Columbia Disc and

Cylinder

and

Machines

Records.

Call and hear them talk.

W. A. Porter,
MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

Tenney,

Dr. Austin

The house and land belonging to the
estate of the late Mrs. Sarah W. Ilewett,
situated in the center of the village, bas
two apartment· of seven and eight rooms
with sheds, large attic, Ac., and is in
The grounds are
excellent condition.
extensive, containing additional bouse
lota.
I bave <lecl<le<l to travel a Mmlted amount to
W. T. IIEWETT.
Oxford County thl* season, calling on my old
Paris.
JAMES 8. WRIGHT, Agent, S.
patron· as In former years.

OovLlist.

NOTICE.

SPECIAL

WANTED.

An experienced man to bunch
dowels. Must be of good habits and
give good reference.

J.

A.

KENNEY,

South Paris.

It was my Intention to <levote the whole of my
time this year to office work hut having ha·! to
InvalMi
many urgent rails from old people and
who are unalt'e to leave home 1 have decided to

travel a part of the time as formerly.
Κ KM KM It ΚII that I guarantee all my work
whether fitted at your home or at one of in y
0dices. Glasses fitted at your home will 1* π
fitted at any one of my offices free If nut rati·

factory.

Wanted.

House Lot for Sale
In South Paris village, two adjoining house lots near post office,
Fine view, nice neighborcars, etc

Call at H. R. Bird's, Westhood.
Ave. or address L. G. Buck,
South Paris. Box 169.

ern

All kinds of

ing year.

Pulp

com-

solicited.
H. D. COLE,
Bryant'· Pond, Me.

April r2th. 19ος.
FOB

TEACHERS.
We want «11 the teacher» we can get, both
sexes, for Fall positions, ungraded, primary,
semi for circular
gramn. tr, ami high schools,
and register.
Eastern Maine Teacher*' Agency,
Stockton Springs, Maine.

Wood the

Correspondence

SALE.

Real
300 farms and all kinds of
Estate. Inquire of Hazen's Farm
and Real Estate Agency, Oxford,
Maine.

Always Remember the Full

Name

Quinine

I jrcative Rromo

Cures a Cold in One Day, Grip in Two.

-BUY

Revelation Shoes.

oo

Patents in Blucher and Polish
I also carry

cents each on my

For Sale in South Paris.

ι

AU other leathers

worth 25

They
exchange plan.

South Paris, Maine.

Wanted.

$3.50.
$3.00.

Trunks, Bags and Suit Cases

W. 0.

Records,

are

Mr.

to

or

damaged Cylinder

to

Lady help wanted for steady emApply
ployment, for further particulars inWeymouth
Hall at 60S Eastern Ave., Maple- quire of
wood, Mass. SAM'L E. JORDAN
MASON MFG. CO.
one

Is a wholesome drink for many who
cannot assimilate milk alone. A pinch
or two of salt In a gluss of milk will
produce a similar result. It aids In the
easier digestion of the curds as formed
in the stomach prior to digestion. It
Is wise for the possessor of a weak
stomach to sip a glass of milk slowly
instead of drinking it hurriedly. The
larger the quantity of milk taken at
one draft the greater the difficulty of
its digestion. It may not be generally
understood thut hot milk taken Into
the system is almost Immediately abIt is atimuiutlng without reaction.—Charles Elley Hall in Leslie's
Weekly.

County.

Frederick A. Taylor, 107 Causeway
transact such other business as may properlj
Street, Boston, or Miss Fannie A.
come before said meetlnr.
South Paris, Sejit. 3,1906.
Hersey, Poet Office, Buckfield,
WALTER L. GRAY,
Maine.
Referee in Bankruptcy.

Small farm, twenty to fifty acres,
land adapted to fruit raising, within
How to Drink Milk.
We live by digesting and assimilat- three miles of South Paris or Noring food and not merely by eating it. way village.
VERNON L. SMALL,
Milk as food builds up and forms body
tissues and fluids and repairs waste.
Farmington, Maine.
When taken slightly In excess the unused portiou, mostly butter fat, is
stored in the system for future use.
As Is well known, iluid milk and vichy

sorbed.

If you deeire to purchase real estate,
We have for sale
write or call on us.
in Oxford
some of the best farms

Bos. 25c:

QUAKER RANGE

Frothingham,

South Paris.

We Do all Kind· of....
JOB PRINTING.
Atwood 4 ForbM, South Pari·
CoadiuMl lUUmut
—

Oxford

OF TH*

County P.

Fire Insurance

—

of H. Mutual

Company.

South Pari·, HIalee.

ASSETS, DEC. 81, 1900.
$
Cub in offloe and bank,
AH other mmU,

113.43
40.00

1S8.43
·
GroMCMh Haiti
LIABILITIES, DEC. 31,1906.
$ 1,005.00
Γ omm unpaid
4,576 00
trowed money,
370.00
D ie ofleera,
16.70
All other HabllMee,
Total tlabllltlM
Premium noue «object to

Pollcleeln force,
O.

a

6.886.70

aaaeeament. 8180,90100
8IMMN
W. Q. PEHHAM, Secretery.

FOLEttHXŒrwiAR

The nickel rails in the

QUAKER

to

on

MODEL

remove

as

50 cts.

,Bd

are

they

easy

are

without bolts

50 CtS.

Variety tor·, Norway.

.

Week .1

put

